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Bankers Meet June 6 and 7.

WHO WILL BE THE
NEW CITY DADS?
Election Called for April 4th to Determine Who will Have
Charge of the Destinies of the City for Another Term
and Supervise the Expenditure of $35000.00 for
Improvements.

The Panhandle and Eastern
New Mexico Bankers Convention
meets in Clovis on June 6th and
7th. This was decided upon ut
a meeting of the executive committee at Amarillo one day last
week., The committee expressed
the belief that this would be the
oiggest meeting of bankers in
the history of the organization.
This belief is based on the expression of the leading bankers
of the Panhaldle. Bankers have
taken more occasion to meet and
discuss public affairs since the
outbreak of the great war, than
ever before in the history of the
country.

NEW MEXICO, MARCH

$i.of PER

10. 1910

Big Prairie Fire
One of the largest and most
destructive prairie fires to occur
in this section in years raxed
between Clovis and Melrose last
Saturday.
The fire originated
in the tall sand grass just west
of Melrose and fanned by a high
wind, spread with rapidity over
a large scope of country to the
north of St Vrain and Havener.
Many farmers, realizing the
danger, hastily plowed a few
furrows around their farm
houoes and outbuildings and
saved them, but many less for
tunate, lost their stacks of feed,
outbuildings, fences and even
residences. Almost simultane
ously a prairie Are raged on the
south side of the track, which
was checked by the road near
the Doughton farm south of
Blacktower. Sixteen telephone
poles on the line between Clovis
and Melrose were destroyed as
were shacks belonging to Nora
Smick, J. F. Saunders, J, S.
Johnson and several others,
whose names we were unable to
A large quantity
learn.
stacked feed was consumed.

YEAR

TO VOTE ON $35,000.00
BOND ISSUE APRIL 4.
The Vote

to be Taken at the Same Time City Election
is Held. Money Needed for the Extension of Water
and Sewerage Mains, Electric Lines and Equipment
is

That the question of voting
To Beautify Cemetery
$35,000 bonds for municipal imWhile apparently not much is
being said about the City officers Texico Residence
A mass meeting of members provements shall be submitted
Destroyed by Fire
who are to manage the city's
of the various Clovis lodges and to the voters of Clovis, was deaffairs for the next term, there Texico, N. M, March 6. -- The
citizens generally is called for cided by the City Council Wedis, nevertheless, considerable inSaturday
It was agreed
March 18, at the Elks' nesday night.
two story residence of T. J.
terest iti the matter and specu- Allen burned Saturday afterHome at 3:30 o'clock to discuss that the bond issue questioa
lation id ripe concerning who the noon. Miss Minnie Grume, one
ways and means of beautifying shall be voted upon simultanecandidates might be. This in- of the operators of the telephone
the Clovis Cemetery, where ously with the election of City
terest is doubtless increased bv exchange, and Ralph Daniel
many loved ones are now at officers on April 4.
Elks Elect Officers.
The thirty five thousand dolthe thought that the new city, escaped death by jumping from
rest. The movement also has
dads wilt, in all probability, sup- the window of the second story.
The annual election of officers
the approval of the Masonic, lars required is to be expended
ervise the expenditure of a con- When the fire was discovered it of Clovis Lodge B. P. O. Elks
Woodmen. Oddfellows, Praetor- in the extension of water and
siderable sum of money for mu- was practically impossible to No. 1244 was held Wednesday
ian and Elks lodges, who have sewer mains, electric lines and
nicipal improvements and paople save any of the
equipment. In a recent intermembers buried there.
furniture of the night and the following were
will be anxious to know that occupants.
The planting of trees, shrubs, view with Sup't. Chalfant, we
Miss Crume had elected for the ensuing year:
these fundi will be judiciously rooms on the second floor and
W. H Duckworth, Exaulted
flowers and of improving the ' wer advised that this sum was
expended. For the best results, she with two or
Ross
general appearance of our silent necessary to complete the con
S. Pixley, Esteemed
three men went Ruler;
tor the betterment and upbuild- to the rooms to try to save her Leading Knight; F. W James,
city of the dead will be discuss templated improvements and to
ing of the city, Clovis demands belongings. Miss Crume and Esteemed
Lecturing Knight:
ed. The lodges realize that it is continue the electrical service
by Mr. Daniels were
a buair.ees administration
"This amouiii"
only a short time until those now furnisned.
H.
A.
Loui
Miller.
Eneemed
by
cut off
the
business heads, and not a con- flames and their only escape was Knight;
Fred Dennis. Tyler;
members who now appear hale says Mr. Cnalfant, "is noc extinuous agitation by agitators by jumping from the window. F. B. Herod. Secretary;
and hearty, will be resting there cessive and if properly expendJ. (J.
Miller-Luikawith political aspirations. Just Although several men stood be- Nelson,
Co.
Auto
and as they have no exclusive ed, should bupply the needs of
Treasurer;
John 0.
a plain business administration low and attempted to
Pntchard,
all should unite in the city for some time to com.
Trustee.
cemeteries
John Luikarf, this week pu
catch
by our beJt business men is the them, Miss
The water mains should be
Four candidates were initiated chased lo with the Miller Motor this good cause.
Crume sustained i
call of the people.
extended
at the earliest possible
The grounds should be fenced
broken ankle and other slight into the mysterie of Eikdom Car Como.iny who handle the
Dame rumor has it that A. J. injuries. There was no insur- and u half dozen applications
both
date,
as a necessity and
away
the animals and
Dort ami Chalmers Motor cars io keep
VVinnng may succumb to the
for
protection. Some
better
lire
upon.
passed
appearance
Cloout
t
Coma
lor
The
sake.
ance on either the building or
uoti lie ana Uau .viuier will
of the water mains, which were
will of th'i people whi demand a contents and tho loss was quite vis hlks longs i.s growiiig by
together, in the sale and bring &U your friends.
ongionally second hand 'are in
business administration
andl heavy, there being only a few leaps and bounds ami the p an of the cars mentioned. Thev
agree to income a candidate for
bad condition wnd it will be necpiects ol lur.nture saved, lhe is io 8 on begin the erection of a iinve leased tho lo.vf-- floor of the
Buys Clovis Home'
mayor. O'.hers who are more house was occupied by City permanent home.
essary
to suon replace these.
Owen building, which was form
O. C Simpson, who recently
Some
than prominently mentioned are Marshall, K idgers.
of tne alleys in the more
Ly
eny occupied
the J. M. Craii
Kansas, has de- - thickly settled residental sections
I. C. Join sun, W. I. Luikart. V
Notice, republicans
second hand store. Ic will be Mine here from
13. Cramer, Bert Curies.
K. C
A meeting of the Repub'icau used for storage, sales and dem dided to make this his perma- do not have a sewerage line and
nent homf-- hence he has pur- - it will also be necessary to lay
Ohildcrs, .Ino Birry, A.B. AusMass Meeting March 13. Central Committee of Curry onstratioii rom.
h1 one of th
choice" resi- several miles of new line and to
chas
tin.Jack Mtrris. Either of tin so A
County
is hereby called t con
meeting
mass
of
the
citizens
city.
ienees
of
our
business men would be acceptmake extensions.
H
vene
Connell
Court
Dr.
th
at
Leaves
.m 3
of Clovis is called for March 13
Mr Simpson will be associated
able to ;i majority of the people,
Tne plant equipment is inadeMarch
25th,
1916.
p.
at
2
m.
Dr. D. L. Connell left Tuesfor the purpose of nominating
with his brother in the cattle quate to meet the increasing debut it is doubtful if they could
purpose
The
of
this
meeting
is
day for Tuba, Oklahoma, where
officers for the various city ofbusiness. He is a solid substan mand for water and light. The
be induced to become condidates.
fices. A petition was circulated to consider the polices of the he has been engaged to take
tia citizen, the kind that is be plant is bow taxed to its limit in
Certainly they have not aspired
yesterday which was generally party during the eiming cam charge of a hospital as chief ing attracted, in large numbers,
to the position as their extensive
the present requirerepulilicins
All
are physician and surgeon. The to Clovis and Curry county these supplying
signed by the business men call- paign.
business in'e'rpsts demands their
will need more
ments,
and
cordially
invited
urged
aid
to many friends of Dr. and Mrs.
ing fnr such a meeting. The
riays. May their tribe increase. equipment to supply the future
.Kidivido l attention.
attend.
Conned in Clovis will regret to
News is in favor of nominating
There are those who favor
demands.
W. A. Havener, Chairman, learn of their departure but
this
a citizens' ticket and miking it
May Change Time.
In view of these conditions,
Mr. Jolmaon, if he can be
W. J. CuTen. Secretary.
change was necessitated
by
the roaens for
to make the race, because
News feels enclined to favor
the
some
There
among
is
talk
rail
reason of me illness of iheir son
which are explained elsewhere
1) Ryer and K. Shumate Inve
issue, bu t the people will be
of his satis f.ictory service as
the
to
road
men
the
effect
since
that
Alait, who it was thought would
in this issue.
alderman and his large and vari-rinterested
in knowing that the
formed a partnership and have improve a lower altitude. We the California exposition traffic
in
money
will
experience in public affairs
be judiciously
em arked in concrete construe
wish them health and happiness has about ended that the time
Like Mr. Waiting, he is one of
Mrs. Roy McMillan, of Clovis, ition work. They report a lar"
again
may
card
be changed
in their new home.
the piuneer business men of the is spending the week visiting in 'amount of side walk contracted
soon. The train from the east
city and in deeply interested in the home of W. J. Williamson for already, though thev have Tne minister. C. W. Lambert, that arrives here about 1 a, m.
F. C Merritt aid wife hive
its future development.
nnd family. She was formerly only begun work. It is estimat of tho Canstian church, will be may proceed to Albuquerque returned to Clovis after an ab
Let the slogan at the coming Miss Bernice Adams and taught ed that there will be ten miles able to fill his pulpic at both the and the train that leaves here at sence of several months in AmaMr. Merritt will again
rillo,
flection be "A business admin- in the Arte3ia schools. Artesia of side walk put down in Clovis morning oiid evening
hours 3:10 p. m. hereafter may be launch in the bakery business in
istration That's all."
Advocate.
this season.
Sunday.
made up at Albuquerque.
Clovis.
rt
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SPRING CLOTHES
Note These Moderate
Pleasing Prices!
Suits at

$15.00, $18.00
1

$20.00, $30.00

Spring with its promise of Sunshine and warm weather is here! How can you think
of being out of harmony with the Spring Season?
If you are going to be in the market for a Spring Suit you'll find it hard to resist the
attractiveness of the Choice New Garments we are now showing!
The style, the fit, the new weaves, colorings of fabrics and the high order of Tailoring will break down the strongest prejudice you ever had against ready-to-weClothes.
ar

Mandell Glothing and Dry Goods Gompany
THE STORE OF QUALITY"

THE OLOVIS NEWS

HEW GLORY
8Y

put eight To tbe south of ft there
ii Healing off through the night mlit
(which fortunately bangs low over the
surface of the sea) a dark shape. From
ashore comes tbe ordinary 'plck-poc-

III

From tbls moment tbe 'Apes.' tht
highest point on tbe ridge In our line
which waa won by the Wellington bat
talion on August 8, and held, though It
cost Wellington 712 out of 763 men
who went Into the fight from tbls mo
ment tbe 'Apex' Is free to tbe enemy.
His Are trench there Is 69 yarda from
ours.
"1:45 a. m. 'Peachy BUI' has fired
again. The shell burst in tbe supply
depot near 'Brighton beach.' So be Is
nt his old games. That supply depot Is
the favorite target of 'Beachy Bill's'
shells at night. This Is the first time
Ihey will find nobody there.
Two
bombs at the 'Apex.' Our men have
bp(" gone from there a quarter of an
hour. Those bombs muHt have been
thrown by the Turks at our empty
trenches.
'1:66 a. m. Thore has lust ateamed
silently past us the small warship
which I know contains the commander
of our army corps. General Blrdwoorl
was ashore at Anzac among our men
toduy. They wore In Bplondid heart.
'1:67 a. m. Another bomb at the
'Apex.' We had two tunnels out far
boneath the Turkish trenches there In
cas of need, and Into these the engl- neers have put what explosive remains
with them. The biggest mine we ever
fired before contained less than Ave
hundredweight.
Tbls mine of three
tons. If we decide to Are It, should
rend the 'Nek' to piece. It Is an extraordinary ending to a fine history.
'Qulnn s' (Post), the trench that the
Turks could never take at whatever
C08t- - we have quietly left In the night
11 now lle" open to them,
Mines on the Nek Blown Up.
"8:25 a. m. The trenches opposite
the 'Nek' have at this moment been
left. The old Anzac line la now open
t0 the Turks along every part. Desul
tory Are still continues exactly as on
other nights from tbe far right to tbe

of rifles quite normal.
Watchful Monitor Steals Past.
"8:27 Another distant gray shape
pasBlng outward far to the southward
They are clearly getting away without
the least hitch, and actually ahead of
time.
"A big monitor has Just been steal
AntipoCeais' Dseds of Arms ing In past us a ship I have never
seen before
She must be going In
Rivaled by the Marvel of
there to enfllude tbe Suvla trenches. If
anything goes wrong.
Their Retirement.
"Some gun baa flashed down near
our beach. ProUbly It is one of the
guns which we are leaving behind so
STORY
NIGHT
Or FATEFUL
that they can be fired up till the verv
Inst moment. Our old Anznc position
ffJJ-- gjlMW
is so small that a field gun, if placed
Thrills of the Passing Hours Told by in
one of the valleys where It could be
Anxious Correspondent Watching
bidden from tbe enemy, cannot fire at
From Ship "All Off" Comes
the enemy's front trenches. They (the
Word at 4:15 a. m. GunTurks) could Are at positions 4.000
yards away, but from the flrHt, In or
fire Bluffs Moslems.
dcr to enable the Australian field guns
Sydney, AuHtrnlin. Rigid censorship to fire on the enemy's tronchos, It has
has withheld the story of how the Aus- been necessary to place them right on
trallan and New Zealand troops quit top of the hills.
Heavy Fire Causes Brief Alarm,
ted the flulllpoll peninsula, but now
Uy this artillery bluffing the Aus
with the few other correspondents,
privileged to witness that wonderful tralians and New Zealanders kept off
piece ot work. Captain Bean, the offl the Turks.
clal press representative,
"It is 9:30," tbe correspondent goes
has described in telling phrases much of what on.
A very heavy Ore has suddenly
r m
waa done.
broken out down thore. It Is ten miles
Cabling from Anzac bay under date away at the least from whore this
101
of December 19, Captuin Bean says
cruiser lies and yet I ran distinctly
"Tbe movement, which at this mo- hear the rlpplo of rIAo Are and mament Is going on, is the one which, chine guns, punctuated by tbe thud of
from the day of landing, everyone here bcmibg. It Is the first time that I per
1 beard it said on
sonally have ever heard rlfie lire at
has most dreaded
the day of lumllng, and it has been a Holies from Anzac. It gave one a very
t
aL: n
commonplace ever sinco, that although big heart thump at first, because it
the experiences of landing were bad sounded almost like an attack on the
enough, one thing would be worse, and Anzac right.
P?3
that was if It ever fell to our lot to
"The British made an attack this far left
have to get off again.
"3:26 a. m. Just now a huge red
afternoon at Helles. The
"One read In the papers speeches and
divisions, that Is, the cloud rolled low across the 'Nek.'
Amerby members of parliament asking light Manchester and Lowland divisions, There was a low rumble. Presently, a
to"1
r
bnnrtedly why the forces were not made a charge.
We could see the still larger cloud curled low across the
withdrawn from the Dardanelles as If Turkish shrapnel bursting over them. further slope of the aame ridge, tbe
tbe process was merely one of picking tbe navy and land guns helping the angry revolving fumes glowing orange
up baggage and walking off. People British by one of tbe most tremendous for an Instant then fading into the
talking like that, one knew, could not shore bombardments I ever listened night. They were tbe two mlnea at tbe
have tbe slightest conception of the to. . . . Everything ashore ta quite 'Nek' where our Light Horse once
charged. A rattle ot rifles bas started
By MALCOLM M'DOWELL.
conditions under which we have been normal.
..
holding on for eight months at Anzac
Prom thia It would appear that by from the center. It la spreading thickHEN Vice President
General Monro's direction the evacua ly to the Aanks, and growing steadily
At Mercy of Turks.
Marshall selected
'Did they realize that the main tion was helped by a demonstration of Into a roar. The Turka evidently
Navajo Indian btan
beach, from which almost all the work considerable magnitude at Cape Helles. think they are being attacked, and
ket as a wedding pres
they have started firing all along tbe
of supplying Anzac bad to be done. Captain Bean resumes:
ent to Mrs. Woodrow
"A message has Just been received lino.
was within t00 yards of the main cen
Wilson, be unwitting
'3:35 a. m. The firing Is heavy,
ter and pivot of the whole Turkish by our captain from the naval captain
ly .started
novel
line; that If the Turka could fight their In charge to say that the whole plan Is r,Bht to the extreme southern end of
vogue In hymeneal
way 300 yards they would reach the working splondldly.
the line. A message has been received
T
fashions.
Tbe gor
edge of the cliff, from which they
Turks Made Ready to Be Attacked, to say that the Anzac wireless station geous products of Navajo looms
would be able to look down, as from
10:05 p. m. There are sounds of has been closed and that tbe last party promise to figure extensively among
the gallery of a theater, upon the nar very heavy firing down south. I can on the left Is safely In the boats.
the wedding gifta of many of tbla sea"3:45 a. m. Firing still heavy. In ion's brides. Tbe war bas almost
row flat, containing nearly all our distinctly bear their machine guns.
stores, the oidnunce depot, and all the first one, and then two together, then cluding machine guna. Suvla wireless
topped the Importation of Turkish
paraphernalia for landing and embark a continuous ripple. I know that the station closed also. The navy must and Persian rugs, and It la predicted
ation? Six hundred yards below them troops, who are now coming off, are have timed the embarkation perfectly. tbat Navajo Indian blankets, which are
'4 a. m. The fire at Anzac has al uaed for rugs and couch covers, will
would be the north beach Itself that using not only the North beach but
is, the beach Just north of Art Burnu also the beach In Anzac cove, on to most ceased, except normal sniping become a fad with connoisseur
who,
Point with three of our five landing which 'Beachy Bill' can put shell by the Turks along the whole line. Ex heretofore, only bad eyea for oriental flocks of sheep and goata 011 their res
ervation of more than eighteen million
stages, and the solitary sunken tramp whenever he likes. He can make that cept at 'Sniper's Nest' I can see no floor coverings.
acres In Arizona, New Mexico and
flashes from tbelr rifles, so they must
teamer which served us for a break beach almost Impassable. OccasionalTbe particular kind of
blanket Utah. The last census counted over
water.
ly when some small increase In tbe be In their trenches.
which the vice president secured Is twenty-sevethousand Navajoa, anil
'4:10 a. m. The tents and stores' at known only to himself, but It Is said
"Just south of Arl Burnu Point in sniping from tbe trenches makes one
tribe la steadily Increasing In num
Anzac cove is 'Watson's Pier, built hold one's breath for a moment, I re- Suvla have Just begun to burst Into to be one of the rarest of Ita kind. tbe
bera. They are regarded aa the least
by the Australian signalers soon after member thia that 'Beachy BIT bas so flame. The flames are spreading Tbe gift was unique In Ua genuine
spoiled of the Indians, for not only
awiftly
along
the line of beaches. We Americanism, for It was woven by an la
the landing. But tbls
pier Is far fired only four or five shots during
It government policy to Interfere as
within sight of Gaba Tepe promontory the whole night. And that la certain can see the torch of the man who la original American, on an original
little aa possible with
civil life,
and the enemy can see it so well that proof that be cannot even suspect tbat lighting them, going Just ahead of tbe American loom, from wool sheared but their remoteness andtheir
the generally
line of flame.
from Navajo sheep, bred and reared uninviting
the guns of their batteries to the south there Is any unusual movement on.
of tbelr lands
of us can put shell on any part of that
'4:15 a. m. A wireless bas been re on tbe Navajo reservation, and colored have bad character
'11:40 A collection of a few cutter
tendoncy to keep white
beach at any moment they wish as with a ateamboat la to gather at ceived stating that the whole embarka-- with the vegetable dye which only men away from
them. Becauae they
easily aa you can strike any letter on 'Brighton beach' in order to bring off tlon bas been completed. A naval of- - Navajo squaws know bow to make a have retained, to a greater
degree
your typewriter. There are 14 guna in the latest party. We often land stores fleer next to me turns around and aingularty appropriate gift for the
than have some other tribes, their
those particular batteries they all go t 'Brighton beach.' ao 'Beachy' will holds out his hand. Thank God!"
bride of an American president
primitive nature, the Navajos are ea
ny the name of 'Beachy Bill' and notice nothing unusual In this. A roes
Navajo blankets range In value from gerly studied by ethnologists
Thua It will be perceived that this
and other
they bad made 'Watson's Pier' and Rge has arrived from an officer,
retirement was accomplished between a few dollars for the common kind students of America's native peoples,
beach easily the most unsafe mandlng the remaining troops, to say dusk on December 19 and four o'clock usually purchased from traders, to
Oscar H. Llpps. supervisor In chargo
1500 and upwards for the stunning
places on the peninsula.
that the enemy has actually boen seen on tbe morning of December 20.
of the Indian school at Carlisle, Pa..
by
fabric
woven
expert
trenuously employed in the trenches
and
famous
"Tbe only chance is to get the trooos
Turk Bombard.
regarded as one of the
way without the enemy, of whom Putting up barbed wire. He must sure- "7 a. m. Day la Just breaking," con weavers only for head chiefs. Tho men on Indians In the service, mnde a
ly
find,
are
to
bard
our
think that
and tbelr value study of the history and weaving of
activity means an at cludes Captain Bean. A quarter of an latter
there are 85,000 at Anzac and Suvla.
having a suspicion of It The North tack by ua,
Navajo blankets. In an article written
hour ago the Turkish battertos sudden- I constantly on the incroase.
'1 a. m. A transport Is moving In ly opened a furious bombardment
CommlBRloner of Indian Affairs Cato for the Red Man, a monthly magazine
beach Is better hidden than 'Watson's.
of
The enemy cannot actually see the and another stealing out.
the ridge along which the old Anzac Sells Is bending his energies to the produced and printed by the Indian
development and encouragement of In students of Carlisle, Mr. Llpps deground around the landing point but
Bomb to Deceive Foe.
line runs. The firing was extraordi
'1:28 a. m. Bomb on 'Apex;' 1:29
there is an
Industries among his scribes the manner of weaving Navajo
from the main
narily hurried and wild, some shells
ridge to the north, from which he m.. bomb on 'Apox;' 1:30 a. m., bomb bursting low, others wildly high four, Indian wards, and in bis last annual blankets.
report he lays strong emphusls upon
could look over our Inner ridgo and on 'Apex.' That Is evidontly a demon- six, eight at a time.
While many peoplo." he writes, "be
into Art I )u rim Point, and half of the stratlon of the party at the 'Apex '
7:15 a. m. Watching the old Anzac the Navajo blanket Industry, which, he lieve these blankets are made In cantNorth bearb. It was known as 'Sniper's
trenches Just now through glasses, I shows, continues to be the most Im ern factories by 'Yankees,' and shipped
Nest because be habitually sniped
saw what I took to be a lino of small portant and remunerative of the native to western traders to deceive 'tender
OF THE KAISER pine treea growing over the
from there at night with
machine GRANDSON
crest of Indian Industries, giving the Navajo foot' tourists, this Is a mlstuke The
gun. Prom 'Sniper's Nest' be can Jusl
them. When I saw some of the trees an annual revenue of over $700,000 Indian buys the factory-madblankets
see the tip of one landing step and all
Nearly seven hundred blankets were for htB own use. The mnckinnw robes
move along the parapet of the trench
many
displayed;
ooais moving to or fro from them. In
of
them were packed are worn by all 'blanket' Indians. They
southwards I realized that my pine
deed, be keeps a careful list of all sea
treos were Turks. Evidently the Turka overland for a distance of 125 miles, are usually of bright colors and elabtraffic.
Suvla la even more open to
have been making au attack. They through the rough, arid country which orate pattern, the designs being often
shell Are but at several miles distance
first bombarded our enemy line, and Is characteristic of the Navajo reserva- taken from Navajo blankets and othor
from the nearest Turkish observer.
then charged across against the silent tion. Mrs. Yabblny Begay, an unedu Indian handicraft.
"Complete secrecy Is the only meth.
They are swarming rated squaw, hut famous for her fine
.
parapets.
It may not be generally known, but
od of preventing tbe most terrible con
weaves, captured the Brat prize of It la a fact, nevertheless, that the Naover the parapets on tbe skyline, stand
1100; the second prize of $90 went to vajo does not wear hi own make of
ditions on the beach."
ing still for a moment then swarmMiss Susie Balnbridge of Crosier. blanket.
Departure Mad in Moonlight
ing farther south.
They are too valuable, for
Captain Bean here plunges Into bis
one reason, since one Navajo blanket
7:20 a. m. Tbls ship let go two N. M., an Indian school graduate.
seventeen-year
Gorman, a
account of tbe actual retirement in
miss of good weave and pattern la worth
salvos straight Into the Turk on the
this language
sky line, and they have quickly disap- of Fort Defiance, N. M., and Annie half a dozen ordinary Indian robes
"The moon is Just beginning to flood
I
peared Into our trenches.
We have Klade of the aame place, also were sold by the trader. A genuine Navajo
sea and lund with a light ao clear that
from atart to
now turned with the rest of the fleet prize winner. Over $10,000 worth of blanket la
you can scarcely notice the change
to bombard the few remaining heaps blanketa were sold at this fair, and Hnlsh. The Indian grows his own wool.
irom iwiiignt into night. The brleht- of store on the beach. The valleys the exhibit, selected from blankets cards It spins It, dyes it and weaves
Bess of the moon is one of our chief
are quickly filled with smoke and displayed at Shlprock, which was sent it. all by hnnd in the most primitive
to the Panama Pacific exposition at manner. He formerly pulled the wool
anxieties, tor tr tbe enemy sees what
dust
we are doing and attarks durlna eer
Our bombardment San Francisco, attracted much atten- from the sheep with his hands, but
7:37 a, m.
gave a decided Impetus to with the advent of the trader came the
tain stages of the embarkation before
ceases. Tbe fleet slowly turns toward tion and
Navajo blanket vogue.
the
,
common
and he at once
ionium ih over, then nothing can prewest,
and Ansae, smoking in the
the
The Navajo, the largest tribe of began the use of them. Were you to
vent one of the mom sanguinary and
dust our own guns have made, Is redesperate fiRhts In history. But at
ceding behind us. The huge fire Is Indiana In the United States, are a visit a Navajo weaver's hogan or lodge,
present, although everyone's nerves
smoking at Suvla.
Even now the pastoral people. tending their numerous you would expect to see a large, oldare on edge with iho proximity of the
Turkish bsttery la bombarding a point
constant possibility of a great tragedy,
on the beach
iiie one of our bat
there is nothing whatever In the gray
terlos used to be.
shape of lund there (the correspondent
T:45 a. m. A messogo bas been
Is on a cruiser) to hint at what is go
received that all of the wounded have
ing forward.
l
been brought off as well as several
Or Spain's 19.500,000 population.
"I know that aa a matter of fact cer
Jerusalem has olive trees eight bun
more guns. Only live guns were lef- t4.000.000. or about 21 per cent are
yeare old
sain movement of troops have been
Alexander Ferdinand, the sturdy and three Australian and two old howit- dred
taking ;,lnce during the last half hour
No fewer than 17(1 different kinds engaged in agricultural pursuits
youngster seen In this zers.
Tbe Italian state railways are to be
various parts
whlcn if carelessly carried put would picture wftli his arms twined
of bananas are grown
picket
boats,
which
The
went Into
about bis
supplied with 10,000.000 Chilean sleepworld.
of
result in the discovery of ou.-- plan mother, the Princess Victoria. Is
the
up
pick
beach,
did
0110 or two
the the
Hot looking 011 with all tbe apprehen
For automoblllHta wno wish to slepp er at the rate of 2.000,000 a year
only son of Prince August William, stra?lers. One boat went itrntght In
A new automobile
mufller Is feaout of doors an attachment for cars
sion In the world one cannot make out fourth son of the kaiser. Prince Alex to Anzac beach and stes ied
about
Invented that extends te tured by a spinning turbine wbeel that
the least difference in tbe scene."
ander was born In 1915. His mother those on board calling. 'Auybody bore?' has been
bed and folds to bold baggage I said to keep the exhaust gases movi.
The captain prrceeds;
Dec. 20. A German Dug has ap form a
before her marriage waa the Princes
ing and to cool them.
;
"On deck again. Time, ten mlnuee Victoria of Scbleiwia-HolstP1peared this morning flvuaaovor Suvla " when not otherwise needed.
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ican Industry is flourishing.
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hand-mad-
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sheep-shears-

-
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&wL.

likable-lookin-

"

LL.:

TAKEN FROM EXCHANGES

J IHiLSJf

fashioned loom and spinning wbeel.
but you would find different applluncn
used in carrying on this textile Industry. By comparison tho loom and spinning wheel of our colonial ancestor
were as Intricate and complicated aa
the machinery of a modern woolen
mill.
"The Navajo spinning wheel constats
of a small wooden spindle made of
hurd wood and about eighteen inches
woodIn length, on which la fastened
en disk three or four Inches In diameter. This spindle is twirled wltb tb
fingers, while tho soft wool, wblcb has
been carded with a pair of
toned
into small rolls, Is
twisted Into smooth, strong thread.
"After the spinning the yarn la dyed.
Formerly nntive dyes were used exclusively. These vegntnblo dyes never
faded, but grew mtrs mollow and
beautiful with age. It is to bo deplored
that the nrdinury dyes of commerce
have largely taken tbe place of tbe
vegetable dyes In the manufacture of
Navajo blankets. In their native dyes
they never had many different colors.
They bad a beautiful yellow, which
they mado from the yellow flower that
grows in their country. They alao bad
a very beautiful dark red, but they
had no bright red such as they now
get with tho dyea of tAMimnrce, except
when they purchased tbe bayetta
cloth from the Spanlah trurtcm Thia
was their first bright red.
"Tho inventive genius of tho white
man bas never yet been able to reproduce tbe Navajo effect In a blanket.
In the white man' loom, when a color
starts across the beam It must ba-carrled all the way across and appear
on one side or the other In the finished
product. Not so with the Navajo loom.
Their loom Is, If possible, even
than the spinning spindle.
"The Navajo weaver doea not have
pattern to go by but makes up ber
design aa ahe goes along. Those designs reflect, largely, the atate or
her mind at the time and the power or
her Imagination.
Many sacred emblems or tho great religious ceremonies are woven Into her blanketa.
Oftentlmea thoy are very Intricate, and
ir they could be read would unfold
many a sacred rile or legend and re
veal the thought of the Imnglnattva-sou-l
who so allentlv
nil nnllnntlw
weaves."
old-fas-

hand-card-

s

more-primitiv-e

Advice Net Needed.
man from the lack woods visited
Now York for the first time one
Christmas, and went Into a
restaurant to
have his dinner. All went well until
the waiter brought him a serviette.
The eyes of the backwoodHtnun flamed
and. pulling a
from hi
hip pocket, he told
that waller hi
mind.
"You take thut blumed thing
away at once." he suld.
evenly
"I
reckon I know when to use a handkerchief, without having them
darned
bints thrown out)"
A

(

rag

CLOVIS NEWS
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How to Feel Well During Middle
Life Told by Three Women Who
Learned from Experience
The Change of Life is a most critical period of a
existence, and neglect of health at this time invites
disease and pain. Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known to medicine that will
so successfully carry women through this trying period as
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made" from
native roots and. herbs. Read these letters:
Philadelphia, Pa. "I started the Change of life

m

five years ago. I always had a headache and backache with bearing1 down pains and I would have

heat flashes very bad at times with dizzy spells and
nervous feelings. After taking: Lydia fi. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound I feci like a new person and
am in better health and no more troubled with
the aches and pains I had before I took your
remedy. I recommend it to my friends for I
cannot praise it enough." Mrs. Maroabet Grabs-ma- n,
769 N. PJnggold St, Philadelphia, Pa.
Beverly. Mass. "I took Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, for nervousness and dyspepsia, when I was
ffoing through the Change of Life. I found it very helpful and I
Have always spoken of it to other women who suffer as I did and
nave naa tnera try it ana tney also nave received
good results from it." Mrs. Gxoaoa A. Duxbab,
17 uounay &c, uoveriy, juatts.
Erie, Pa. "I was In poor health whon the
Change of Life started with me and I took Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, or I think I
should not have got over it as easy as I did. Even
now if I do not feel good I take the Compound
and It restores mo in a short time. I will praise
your remedies to every woman for it may help
them as it has me." Mrs. E. Kisslino, Ml East
24th St, Erie, Pa.
won-derf-

L

ul
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No other medicine has been so successful in relieving woman'!
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Women may receive free and helpful advice by writing the Lydia
12. Pinkbam Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. Such letters are received
nnrt nnswerert by women only and held in strict confidence

Buffering; as bos Lydia

Smllos make a bolter salve for trouble than do frewna.

Good to Them.
good

"Is your new servant
children?"

to the

Indeed. She never tells me
Examine carefully every bottle of any of the bad things they do while
CASTOHI A, a safe and sure remedy for I am away."
infanta and children, and see that It
"Yog,

Important to Mother

Signature of

Tie for

2cU

Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Casloria
In

Red Croaa Hub Pine, much better, (toes
further than liquid blue. Oct from any
grocer. Adv.

Fortunes awnlt the Inventor of a
lifeboat that will float on a soa of
Endlen.
"Paw, what's the longest period of trouble.

timer

"From one pay day to the next."
Buffalo Express.

AILING WOMEN
NEED THIS FAMOUS
DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
Thousands of women who are now
blessed with robust health cannot understand why thousands of other women continue to worry and sudor from
ailments peculiar to woman when they
can obtain for a trifling sum Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription which
will surely and quickly banish all
pain, distress and misery and restore
the womanly functions to health.
Thla prescription of Dr. Pierce's extracted from roots and herbs Is a
remedy.
To get rid of Irregularities, or catarrhal condition, to avoid pain at cer
tain times, to overcome Irritability
and weakness, waste no tlrao, but get
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription In
liquid or tablet form this very day.
Oonlus and common sense blended
usually spells success.

DON'T LOSE ANOTHER HAIR
Treat Your Scalp With Cutlcura and
Prevent Hair Falling. Trial Free.
For dandruff, itching, burning scalp,
the cause of dry, thin and falling hair,
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are moat
effective. Touch spots of dandruff and
Itching with Cutlcura Ointment Then
shampoo with Cutlcura Soap and hot
water. No treatment more successful.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv."
man sometimes

makes

money,

but money never makes the man.

Q-s- nd

KEEP YOUNG
at

III THE CASE
Results

SUBTLE JUSTICE M'REYNOLDS

Following
Settlement
Show That Conditions in West
ern Canada Are Highly

Satisfactory.

Until a few years ago Mr. Henry
Lohmann lived at Effingham, 111. He
thought he woufd better his condition
In a new country, where he would
have wider scope for his farming operations. It would not aeeu essentia,!
to refer to Mr. Lohmann, at this par
tlcular time, as of German blood, but
for the fact that so many false statements have gone out as to 111 treatment of Oormans In Canada.
Writing from Wlllmont, Sask., under date of January 30, 1916, Mr. Lohmann says:
"We are perfectly satisfied In this
country, and doing well up here.
"I bought a half section of land and
took up a homestead, my three sons
also took homesteads, two of them
buying each 160 acres of land as well.
I sold my homestead, and I and one of
my sons own a threshing outfit
"The crop this year was good; the
oats went R0 to 90 bushels per acre,
plained McReynolds;
and wheat went 40 to CO bushels and
you see?"
price Is fair."
A great light dawned in the Englishman's eyes. "Ah," he exclaimed, the
Sam Morrow, of Millet, Alta., In
"you mean steam packet Story shipped by steam packet 'Twould be
writing to Mr. J. M. MacLachlan, Ca
utterly absurd, wouldn't It ha, ha, ha."
nadian government agent at Water
town, S. D., says: "I am well pleased
with the country. The climate Is bet
ter than I ever thought It could be
EXPERIMENTS WITH WHITE RATS
so far ncrth; Idoal climate for stock.
I have some colts and cattle that have
not been Inside of a stable In four
Phlladelphlans were perturbed reyears. I consider this a fine country
cently over the publication of the refor mixed farming. I know of farm'
sults of a series of experiments with
era around here who had 43 bushels
white rats which are bolng made by
of barley to the acre and E5 bushels
Helen Dean King at the Wlstar Inof oats to the acre."
stitute of Anatomy and Biology of
Jacob Goeti of Plapot, Sask., had 43
the University of Pennsylvania.
acres of wheat from which be got
Shorn of Its sensationalism and
1,200 bushels, and got an average of
iwflfti
half truths, the story of the experi,rbjr s
J
ments with white rats now going on
93 bushols of oats to the acre.
Golden Prairie, Bask., Is a district
at the Institute la still Interesting. By
largely settled by South Dnkotans
means of careful selection and mating
Horace Blake Is one, of those. He
of brother and sister rats from the
says: "The crops of 1915 were Imsame litters, which is "the closest form
of inbreeding possible," there is being
mense"
developed a race bigger, heavier and
Wheat In his locality went from 40
better in every way thau the ordinary
to 65 bushels per acre; oats about 80
rat.
bushels on an average. One hundred
"And," says Doctor King, "theobushels of potatoes were grown on s
retically what can be done with rats
quarter of an acre of land; twelve po
can be done with other animals. Give
tatoes weighed 30 pounds. His horses
rae ten years longer and I may have
run out all winter, and come In fat.
By following
found out something."
He raised excellent corn, and fatout her experiments it "might be pos
tened hogs on It Ho concludes an
sible to revolutionize the whole system of stock raising" and thereby Increase Interesting letter by saying: "There
the supply of meat and reduce the cost of living.are schools In every district. The
Doctor King Is the only woman In America who holds a professorship people here are most all hustlers and
in research work, the only other woman In the world who has that honor are fast pushing to the front. When
being Mme. Curie of Paris.
I first came up here on almost every
half soctlon stood a little 12x14 shack,
now almost everyone has real modern
houses and barns."
Some Southern AJberta yields for
i
-

t
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The duke of Genoa, who "subs" as
king at the Qulrinal while bis nephew,
Victor Emmanuel, Is at the trout,
99
Is fast proving himself a formidable
rival of the latter for the affections of
the Italian people.
NEWEST IN CHEMISTRY
King Victor has ever been known
as the most democratic sovereign in
This Is a recent discovery of Doctor
Europe. Ills "sub" has gone him one
Pierce, head of the Invalids' Hotel,
better for democracy and won for himBuffalo, N. Y. Experiments for sevself the sobriquet of the civilian king.
eral yeurs proved that there is no
The nearest the duke of Genoa
compaacid
of
uric
eliminator
other
comes to accepting any of the kingly,
recognized
easily
For
those
rable.
perquisites that go with his job la at
symptoms of Inflammation as backfour o'clock each day, when he goes
urifrequent
ache, scalding urine and
for his drive In tho country. Four
In
the
nation, aa well as sediment
cavalrymen surround his carriage and
urine, or If uric acid In the blood has
a corps of bicycle guards follow. The
"Anurlc" acts
caused rheumatism,
police won't let him drive unless he
quickly. In rheumatism of the Joints,
accepts this escort.
In gravel and gout. Invariably the
In the evening he makes up for it
pains and stiffness which so frequently
by walking about the atreets of Rome
and persistently accompany the disIn civilian clothes, accompanied only
ease rapidly disappear.
by his chief aid de camp. It was while
Send Dr. Pierce lOo for large trial amusing himself
this way one evening that the duke saw a street car collide
All
Full treatment 50c.
package.
with a fat woman. Of all the men who leaped to her assistance, the duke
(lruKKlHts.
got there first She was quite uninjured, but the duke bundled her off to a
By Measurement.
hospital before she knew who had helped her.
For half an hour the teacher paHalf an hour later, when the duke returned to the Qulrinal be sent his
In
the art aid to the hospital to make certain she really was not injured,
tiently Instructed her class
of tolling the time.
"Now," she said at last, as she pointed to the big clock on the wall, "you
NEW CHIEF OF YARDS AND DOCKS
may be the first to tell me the time,
Mary Brown."
Full of Importance, Mary turned and
Civil Engineer Frederic R. Harris
studied the dial. Then she faced her
teacher again, bor eyes shining with of the navy, recently appointed chief
of the bureau of yards and docks, navy
triumph.
"Please, miss," she said, "It's just department, to succeed Civil Engineer
Homer R. Stanford, has made an en
one Inch past eleven." Philadelphia
viable record In connection with a
Record.
number of Important projects on
A plant has been discovered In which be was engaged since appoint
Cuba bearing fruit like figs in which ment to the navy corps of civil engifiles lay their eggs, to be hatched by neers.
Among bis achievements was the
the sun.
solving of the problem that long had
attached to the dry dock at the New
New Zealand has 25,000,000 sheep.
York navy yard, the contract for
which was awarded In 190S. Five years
later, after several contractors had
.....
failed on the Job, Civil Engineer Har
ris took charge. He employed an entirely new method of construction, be
was Instrumental in having the dimensions of the dock Increased, and
he successfully completed the work
in 1912.
In addition to many other achieve
ments, Civil Engineer Harris devlaed a new method of construction to be
used In the completion of the dry dock at Pearl harbor, Hawaii, the system
involving the building and sinking of a series of floating caissons or sections.
He has been concerned as an assistant in the construction of the state dry
dock at Boston and the project of the contemplated municipal dry dock at
New York. He has been a valuable technical assistant to the department
of Justice, and he has been a lecturer at the University of the City of New
York, the New York college, and the Stevens Institute of Technology, as wall
IS being the author of numerous technical papers.
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As well be young

70

as

old

60.

Many elderly people suffer lame,
bent, aching backs, and distressing urinary disorders,
when a
little help for the kidneys would
fix It all up. Don't wait for gravel,
or Brlght's disease. Use Doan's Kidney Pills. They have helped
thousands, young and old, and are
recommended by thousands.

A Colorado Caso
Mrs. A. E.

Associate Justice Mclleynolds of
the Viilted States Supreme court prefaces nearly everything he has to say
with a story.
Occasionally Mcltoynolds tells a
story with a point so subtle that only
those with a keenly pitched sense of
humor can "got" him. One night at a
dinner he sprang something that occasioned not the slightest ripple of
laughter. lie waited a reasonable
length of time and then observed:
"Well, at least don't cry about it"
Nobody got that either, ".hey
didn't understand what It was that
they weren't to cry about. So McRey-nold- s
added: "It'll come In, may be by
freight."
An Englishman was seated noxt to
McRey nolds, and bis curiosity was
aroused.
"What do you mean when you say
come by freight?" be Inquired.
I,,,","Slowly, like a freight train," ex
they'll get the Story it tbey wait long enough, don't

Frequently a man thinks he Is char
liable because be (rives advice.

it

HUGE

THE

McKen-l-

a,

T Jt.iuf
U2t JCth St., Denver, Colo., euyi: "If
It weren't for Doan's
Kidney Pills. I don't
believe I would be
I was
alive today.
In agony with kid
ney complaint
ana
d o e t o r ' medicine
didn't help me. My
abdomen bloated and
I had ftlmoet
up hope of fotting welL Doan's Kidney Pills rid ma of all this suffering
and t have used them since with fine
reiulta "

U DeeVi at Aa? Stare, go

Bee

DOAN'S VEiV
M. T.

CO. BUFFALO.

FOSTER-M1LBUR-

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief

Permanent Curt)

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
faiL Purely veeeta

.Carters!

hut
tne uver.
Stop after
dinner dis-

tresscure

!

indis-estion- .

Improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRIOL

Genuine must bear Signature

PARKER'S

HAIR BALAAM

totlH pr!Mrltaa of eMrlfc
H.ip. to .rfedUMt. daJulrwlL
Pm- RHttflu Color Bad
4 Beauty tOrvorFdl Hair.
A

--

Well Acquainted.
"Do you know the nature of an oath,
madam?"
"Well, I ought to, sir. We've Just
moved, and my husband has been laying the carpets."
nmne on wain nay, j nm warn juu uw
Red Ctom Ilag Blue. Clothes whiter tbaa
snow. Au grocers, aut.

Noxt to the elephant the White
of Africa Is the largest
mal known.

ani-

To Prevent The GrlB
Cold, eanfe Grip LaiatlTe Bmroo Quinine
fe
It onlr one - Hrotne
DiitTt ttie etiiH. Trtt-rW. UBOVa
kos. ate,
Quinine."

a

Upiunu

Widowers, like
should be

tumble-dow-

houses.

n

1915:

I. H. Hooker, 82 acres, 8,820 bushels
Marquis wheat No. 1, 64 pounds per
bushel.
I. I. Lee, 40 acres, stubble, 1.G00
bushels; 40 acres summer fallow,
bushels.
Peter Brandon, 164 acres, 7,361 bushels Marquis wheat.
R. Marandl, 135 acres, 6,920 bushels,
64 pounds per bushel.
I. McReynolds, 45 acres, 1,675, stubble.
Olo CbrlRtoferson, 60 acres, 1.647
bushels.
Arufhus Gavett, 155 acres wheat,
bushels; 30 acres oats, 2,000 bushels.
Robert Muthews, 46 acres wheat,
2,0i6 bushels, machine measure.
D. Dunbar, 130 acres wheat, 6.925

lushels.
Ingauld Hoppy, 80 acres wheat,
bushels, all stubble.
Louis Kragt, 80 acres wheat, 4,000
bushels.
W. J. Pate, 26 acres wheat, 980
bushols.
W. Roeulche, 150 acres wheat, 5,337
bushels, 80 of this stubble.
J. C. McKlnnon, 60 acres wheat,
bushels.
Gordon Swinehart, 20 acres wheat,
1,140 bushels.
Albert Hanson, 86 acres wheat, 3,760
bushels.
Elmer Hamm, 110 acres wheat, 5,168
bushels; 90 acres oats, 6,560 bushels.
John Larson, 80 acres wheat. 8,000
bushels; 80 acres cats, 2,000 bushels.
John Hecklln, 37 acres, 1,484 bushels.
Wm. Hecklln, 100 acres. 3,376, stubble and breaking.
50 acres Marquis
O. Salisbury,
wheat. 1.600 bushels on breaking. Ad-
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Rider Ageol Wanted la Each
Towa lor the

Henderson "4"
and the

Pope Motorcycles
Ai oar Rider Affrat, roe auy have one of
Uwm bis heit trpe Motoroyelee on apeelal low
firms. Tnra roar epere time law pro 111 and
tot oa help jon do no. wntetodapforoaraew,
neraal offer and tree explanatory bonalets,
Becky Mssnlals Molercycls Ceapssy
ISIOSreadway
Deaver, Ceto.

S0O

vertisement
An electric process for drying lumIn piles of unbarked logs has been
perfected In France.

ber

RECIPE

FOR GRAY

HAIR.

To halt r'nt of water add 1 os. Bar Ram, a
small
of Barbo Ompouod, and M ox. of
glycerine. Apply to the hair twlo a week
until it become the deelred tbail, Asydruo
slat can put thla up or you can mis It at
bom at very little coal It will fradually
larkaa atreaked, faded gray bair. and
dandruff. It Is eioellenl for falling
fe air and will make bank bair soft and irlneij.
It wlU not enlor toe aoalp, la sot stlokj of
rreasr. and does aot rub oil. Adv.

lx

A little cbaiie Is a good thing, but
a big roll of Mils Is better.

Ollddea Tew Wtewer

6 Pissinf.r, Bray ft
Davis, Eleelrlo Lights
nd Starter, 25 H. P.

$ fl fj.
3 f) g
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Oreateet hill elimber SB to SO mllea oa 1 ralloe
of lire.
rmaollne. IO.0UO mllea on on
Stewart 8Deelomt-r- , one mmm e90ba.tr lop. 0S
Id. wheel
Inrh Urea, welrht 1,000
St3(
MCTZ Distributor
poniKle.
for Colorado,
New Mexleo, Wyoming and Weotero Nebreakav
THE HEADINGTON ADTO CO.
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UIVE AQENT8 WANTED
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LM INSTITUTE
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DENVER. COLO.

Liquor and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific count of medication.
The only place ia Colorado where the
Genuine Keclev Remedies are administered.

BUCK
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PflTEiiTS

Dr. Plcre'e Pleasant Pellets are the at DAN UAAaa baa made sood eT.rrwa.re.
rigisal little liver pills put up 40 years Ord.r aow. wbll. ed 1. cheap. Uu.raat.v4
traeh. II ewt. AaaartHato4CeAana4Ua.reew
ago. They regulate Uver and bowekv

A.

Bavaria has rloh graphite deposits.

W. N.

U, OINVIR, NS.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.

The Clovis News

For Senator

The News Printing Company
Publishers.
as second class

1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00
50c

One Year
Six Months

DrinorriHic in Politics

We are authorized to announce SuBi'e Chastain,
Plaintiff I '
C.
Mersfelder as
the name of L
No. 964 2t.
VS.
a candidate for the State Senate, W. C. Chastain, Defendant I
from Curry county, subject to To the defendant, W. C. Chasthe action of the Democratic tain in the above suit:
party.
You will take notice that a
The Art Instructor
suit has been filed against you
For Treasurer
Oil, Water Color.
Crayon,
in the District Court of the fifth
We are aurthorized to annouce Judicial District, Curry County,
For terms see her at the
the name of R. E. Brown as a New Mexico in which Susie
Woman's Exchange
jandidate for the office of Treas- Chastain is Plaintiff and W. C.
New Mex.
urer of Curry county, subject to Chastain is Defendant and num- Clovis,
the wishes of the Democratic bered 964 on the docket of said

party.
celebrate
soon
will
News
The
For Treasurer
its ninth birthday.' After all.
Clovis, i. not such a new town
The News is authorized to
us it is often dofi ribed.
announce the candidacy of J.
Simpson Morgan for the office
The News i.s m..kintr special of Treasurer of Curry County
prices on candiiiure announce- fiilject to the wishes of the
Tin easiest way to Democratic party.
ment card-approach n v iter ii with a card.
.

didn't
T h e (.'cninii.
I'or
bids
for
eulli.'K
about
botiur
It
county i r n n tins year.
The people
wasn't Necessary.
have pie! t!y i money.
i

t

war heard to remark
aboui the n'entlo zeph.. rs about
the (its: u,,y that it started blowing
time la-- t week. Since
thkt time however, he has stricken tut the word tiei.tle and
Someon--

ii

ment to read,

td the

"It has

blown like

h--

li."

A movement is on foot to
eschew partisan politics in the
coming city election next month
and to put out a
citizens' ticket with the best
business men nominated for the
offices regardless of their political belief. The News has always farored this plan as we
believe that politics has no place
in a local municipal election.
What difference does it make
whether a man i3 a Democrat or
Rupublican as long as he is a
good man for the place.
Of
course some who still hold radical ideas contend that if the organization is not maintained
locally, it cannot be maintained
nationally and that it serves to
keep the parties united. This
idea, however, is generally advanced by those who have received and who expect political
together, call
favors. Let's
a mass meeting and nominate
the cai.did.ites and help eliminate
any petiy local difference.-;n

gt

court.
You

are further notified that

the general objects of said suit
are as follows: To secure a decree of divorce, dissolving the
marriage relation existing between the plaintiff and the defendant, and to secure a further
order and decree of the curt
changing the name of plaintiff
frjrn Susie Chastain to Pusie
For County Clerk.
Warner.
We lire authorized to announce
You are further notified that
the ntinie of W. C. Zirvver as a if you fail to appear or plead in
jtr.ditiate for County Clerk, sub this cause on or before May 1st,
jeet to the action of the demo- lyl( judgment will be rendered
cratic party.
against you in said cause by default and the plaintiff will apply
For Sheriff.
to the court for the relief sought
The News is u;hurized to an- in the complaint here in.
W. A. Havener is the attorney
nounce the nt me of S. D. Dean
as a candidate for Sheriff of for the plaintiff, and his
Lurry county, subject to the
and business address is
action of the democratic party. Ciovis, New Mexico.
in witness whereof I have
hereunto
set my hand and afFor Sheriff.
fixed the seal of said court this
We are authorized to announce j21gt day o FebruarVi 191(i,
tne name oi u. u. ivioye as a
W. C. Zerwer,
to the
condidate i'or
County Clerk,
office of Sheriff of Curry county
17
F 25-seal
subject to the wishes of the
Democratic party,
post-offic-

e

Eggs For Hatching
Thompson's strain Barred
For Commissioner
Plymouth Rocks, that Weight,
We are authorized to announce
Lay
Pay.
per 15,

and
$1.00
the name of B. L. Hawk, of $2. 50 per 50, $4. 00 per 100. VisGrady, N. M. as candidate for
it our ranch or address
Commissioner of Curry County
Robt Byrnes, Havener, N. M.
subject to the wishes of the M.
Democratic party.

Office Opposite P.

0.

Phone 89.
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS.

13

Stanley J. Clark
LAWYER
Will practice in all the courts

Clovis,

-

i

N MEX.il

-

I

D. D.

jwea r l n g i n

of the hrm of lh
Of

Preslny A Sweat inKin

will be in Clovis on

lf.th, 16th,
each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, None
and Throat and Fitting Clashes

17h of

C. A

reasonable prices.
MILES & HARMON
Box 7G3,

Ros-wel-

l.

Clovis. N. M.

Dr. J. B. Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon
Office in Jackson Bldg,
Office

Opposite Postoffice
Phone 231 Residence

269

W. A. Gillenwater
New Mexico

PATIENTS fcXAMIXED

FKEE

DR. L. M. BIGGS

Kooi-evel-

ing one.
On The Wrong Side
Walker, who recently
fitted up one of the most ,up to
date markets in the state in a
location which he characterizes
as "on the wrong side of the
street," informs the News man
that his sales last Saturday were
the best in his business experience in Clovis. He has adopted
a new pjaa of cutting various
izes and kinds of meats and
placing them in the window each
Friday evening, with the price
marked thereon, iir Saturday
salei. Special sales on meats is
somewhat of an innovation, but
.t works like a charm.
K,

S

Barber Shop

Crane & Uilliams, Props.
The News is authorized to Oldest established shop in the
Baths always ready
announce the candidacy of W. city
W. Mitchell
for Assessor of
Curry County, subject to the
wishes of the Democratic party.

For Tax Assessor

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.

For Tax Assessor
authorized to
announce the name of R. B.
(Uncle Dick) Alderson for Assessor of Curry County, subject
to the action of the Democratic
Primaries.
The News

is

For Commissioner
The News is authorized to announce the name of J. VV. Manning, of Hollene, for the office
of Commissioner of Curry county
subject the action of the Democratic party.

Fot Commissioner
We are authorized to announce
the name of Dr. J. D. Lynch for
the office of Commissioner of

Curry Cnunty, suhjct to the
action of th? Democratic

M. V. White, Prop.
All

that the name signifies

Sanitary in every respect.
Baths. Join our list of
customers.
regu-regul-

ar

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite Postoffice

E. M. Chapman

E.

Curren

Phone 95.
New Mexico.
Clovis.

If you expect difficulty,
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Eight year: exOffice.
perience as U. S. Commissioner.
CLOVIS,

contoitant, either in person or bv retri.
mini. If thiH Krrvice ix made by flu- - delivery
of a
of your nnnw.-to the contestant in
hereon, proof of such service must be either the
iwi.l I'ont.-iiuu- t
ii
written mkliowliili'meiit of
hia receipt of the copy, showing date of it receipt, or the affidavit of the perxon by whom the
delivery wus made stating when ami where the
copy wan Delivered; If made by registered mail,
proof of surh service mint ,'Oaiat of the affidavit of lha prison by whom tha copy wn mailed
suiting whan and tha posUiltlce to whiih it waa
mailed, and thia affidavit mut be accompanied
by tha postmaster's receipt for tha letter.
You should state in your answer tha name of
the pout office to which you de-ifuture notice
to Ik sent to you.
A. J. KVANS. Register;
Date nf drat publication
1,181(1
March
"
second
Marsh 10. IV18
"
"'I'd
March 17. 1918
"
four.h
Marsh
24. 116

Department of the Interior. U. 8. I. and Office
at Tucumruri, N. M. February, It 11
hereby ilvtut that Jesse H. Trimble,
Notice
or Claud, N. M., who. on February 10 110. made
IlumaiUl entry Burial no. I'l.Tl', fur southeast quarter, section lit township 6 north, ranici-3)e
E, New Mexico
P meridian ha filed
of Intention to mako final five year
deproof to establish claim to the land above
scribed before W. J, Ourren. U. S. Comnus-aiona- r
at hia office in Clovis. N. M. on
tha 2lt day of Marsh llrt.
Claimant nameaaa witnesses:
James N. Watt. John K. Weatfall. Joseph F,
Burru. ami Horace W. Bell, all of t'lauil. N. M.
R. P. Donohou, Restaur.
Fan.

Miiiii

lcro.1

17

Notice of Contest.
Department of tha Interior, United Sutr
I, and Offic. Fort Sumner. N. M., Pel. 'J 1th UW.,
CcntMUw:
You art. hereby nolittel that P. H, Copnlami.
en ad- who give, Clovii, N. M. an hltt puat-o.- li
draw did i.n Jan. 21. 1110. Wr in thia ofl.cn hurt...
ly corrnuorau.fi aprt.K'aiion u cumem ai. i nwurt
ll:e eanrfllatKn if your hwmv.Uvnl
Hw.
N.(M'07:t, maUJ March. K JlJ. for SB.
15. Twp. IN., ' itniro H' H , N. M. I. Mrlilia!i,
nr.- -t m ifmuii'is. for hit rn:-tiho ulirm-- tint
h
tin try man h
i.m'"linud fnSl lurni for
a rt'iioj of over two yvnn nut punf anil p. I
,
I. .
vt
trio inn1 n inn cutium inn irini no iifv
on the luml.
atliiiil
1 rui arc Ihi'tcioro.
ffiiriln'r notificl tr.a' th'
t v u:
:vnl all't:ona will bo tiiken hy Ui.n
you. an' y
ai
l.uvit vr tx.ti c. iiifeHe-(- !
entry will b unctlinl thtTfuinliT without jour
r f
furihcr rlir'it to ti hrttnl ihi'rutr..
in iIuh
hit I'fTlc-.- or on arnvul. if you fail to
uHico within twenty dnj after the KOiHiTM
,
publication of iMit nulfre, a fhown
your
on! h.
ally m'tinK nml
unwtr,
to thene allcirationH of conrtt. tt If on
fail within that timn lo II lo in thin olficc due
liroof tint you have nerved a copy i.f ymir
anHWer on the aid lontittarit either in parwin or
by r(ristrod mail. If thia nor vice in mad Ity
the delivery of a opy t f ytur annwer to the
contiHtaut in pemon. pntof of kucIi aurvice nmnl
be either the raid contiatniit'n written ait. r
of hln roceipt of the copy, ahowlny Iho
dole of in receipt, or the atlldavit f the nron
by whom the delivery wah mado atatiny when
ami where the copy waa dlivi reil; if made hy
t
rcrlxtond mail, pi oof u( such bervk-- miift
of the ainrtavit of the perfwn by whoiri the
ropy wait mailed nUttlng; whn and the pont oflice
to w hlrli it waa mttilil. nttil ihi allidnvit muit
he n compuifl by the puMLrriaatei 'a n c. ipt for

,y

Notice of Contest.
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Notice of Contest.

For good, sanitary plumb-inthat will stand the test,

?

Department of the Interior United States !.and
OHlre. Fort Sumner, New Mexico, Feb. 24. I8W.
To SlleiD. Douclaa, of Clovis, New Mexico.

lltl(

,.(,

inonthi n
has hn colli
ihrtu,l area as

tl.r..f.,r,-- . furthn.- no:in
that the
will
mUr, l.y thi. ..ma aa
ct,fM.,, ,,y ym,
yuur

lall.at,,
I,

l.

intrirwill
without ynur
further riKhll., he heard
,.,h,.r hefr.
thi, otllr.. ..r on .,.,.,!. it y fail ,
e
,h.
Wre within twenty dayn
after th. FOURTH
puWIratlun of thia
.h)Wn M
answer, untie, ,wlh.
.r,fi,aly .,.,,,,

thri.

l..

tn theae

of
you fail within that
tl,e t file in ,ha
that yu have a,rVTOl
(f your
alle.-ati.-

fnf
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r.trif..rlmi,.

i""tant either

.y ,,,
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mr,,,
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In

f,h ,er.i,e

e.

by

Contestee: You are hereby notified that P.

You should state In your answer
nam. of
the post olllc. to which you desire th.
future nolle,
to b. seat to you,
R. P. DONOHOO.
r. .

...
..

"

FMvt s""ch

"1Dl'lon
"
f01"1

March

Bca.

Reelster.
Receive,

, m
Il
17.

"
..
U. Coneland.
iniru
191
" fourth
who (rive Clovia, New Mexico, aa his post-offi24, 191
adilreea,
did on January. 24th, I9IH. file In
application
thia office hia duly coroberated
on
to contest and secure the cancellation of your
Homestead. Entry No. 07127, Serial No.
14SS4
made Oct., 9th, 1909, for 8 W.
Section lb,
Department of the Interior. U.S. Land
Township 1 , Ranee St E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Offle.
011941
and aa (rounds for his eeatest ho allccsa that at Toeumcarl. New Mexico. February Nth 191,
Notice la hereby liven that Jan,..
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land office entyman has wholly abandoned said land for
A. Smith, of
over of two years laat past and haa never Dellevtew. N. M who on March 24th 191L
at Tucumeaii N. M-- , Fabruary 14th. 1016.
mad
Addtional Homestead Entry. Na 014S24.
Notica Is hereby Wen that Clarenea O. Allen established residence on the land .
for 8
Yon are. therefore, further notified that the northoaet quarter. 8action 4. Township
of Bellertew. N. M.. who on Jan. 17. 191(1, made
I north.
saM allegations will be taken hy this office as Ran,. M east. N. M. P. Meridian,
Homestead Entry, No. 01241. forSF.1-4- . aaetlon
hu Hied nolle,
North. Rana 3 Eaat N. U. P. havlna; been confessed by you, and your said en- of Intention to make Anal Ave year Proof tb
27. Township
try
will
be
canceled
atabllah
without
thereunder
make
to
further
claim
to
Intention
land
notice
Died
of
th.
Meridian, has
above deecriUtd.
re
W. t. Cuaren. United Steles Commissioner,
Proof, to establish claim to tha right tn be heard therein, either before thia office
five year
land above described, before W. J. Curren. or on appeal, If vou fall to file In thia office with- at Clovta. New Mexlca en the 20th day of
arch 191.
U. 8. Commlaslone, In hia office at Clovl. N. M. in twenty dnya after the FOURTH publication
Claimant names aa wltneasaa:
of thia notice, aa shown bolow. your answer,
on the 22nd day of March. 1916
meeting:
oath,
spectilenlly
reaespondinv
Jamas
and
under
T. Trapp. Preston P. Trowor. William
Claimant namea aa wltneasaa:
Wtllurd B. KlnK. Ira L. OiltVr, A. I.. PhllllM to these alleentlons of rontest. or If you fail Prayer and San ford A. McMahan. all of Belle- proof
d'.c
In
office
N.
M.
view.
wi
tn
this
due
N.
M.
hinthvtimn
Hellevlew,
ar.d S. .. Me!:ihan. aHirf
R. P. Donohoo, Register.
tlut you hr.v a se, v.si n coy of y.itlr answer en MS.M17
K. P. Donnhoi. KiMTiUfr
iTl.t
H8--

V. J. HIVELY

your work

Notice for Publication

Notice for Publication
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Plumbing
Work...

Let us figure

LAND LAWYER

the

OlS'i;;

i.
ilelivery of a copy .if your
answer to th
,n.
teatant In
pr.mf of , ,h er,i,e
m.t be
elth.r the id eon,, Ki.nl written nrknowl-islirmeof hia n-- , int ..f it...
the Ittlei
i.
Ynti ahoold slate In your nni.wer the name of ,,fl,e of itt rereii t, or the alfl'lnvit
of the
Hy whom
the pc,tK;ff)ee to which you duiru future notice
the ilelivery wn, n,.le huU.,, ieraon
when
..... wo.re.ne copy w.a
to be sent to you .
.lelivwli if m,de hy
A. .1. EVANS. KetrlHter.
mail. pro,,f f ,u,.h Mrvr mil(
Date nf Drat publication March 3. 191C
.t,.f theetlMavllof the per.., hy whom the
"
copy was mailed siatlne; when
second
Vnrch III,
ami the postoillee
"
Mntsrh
which it was mallei, and Lhh.
17. llllo
third
ain.lavit must
"
be accompanied by the
March 24 1U19
foutrh
postmaster's receipt for
the letter.

DENTIST
Over First National Hank.

phon-40- 7

Arthur

SCH ZURICH. V. Pres.

LAWYER

Osteopath

nounce the name of Ambrose
Ivy as a candidate for
BEST TONSORIAL WORK
to the office of Tax Assessor of
AT THE
Curry county, subject to the
action of the Democratic party.
Clov.3

A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
L. U. GRFC.tj, A. Cashier.

Notice For Publication

.

of Carlsbad and Scott of
Both are said to be strong
in their home counties with
about an equal break in Curry
and Roosevelt. Mr. Scott is well
known in Curry county where
he has an interest in some stock
on or near the Ben Crawford
ranch at Hollene.
The fact of
Air. Scott's close business and
social
relationship
with Mr.
Crawford should lend him some
strength here and it is understood that a like alliance in
t
county has strengthened him there. There will be
others out for the plum and the
race promises to be an interest-

President

See Miles & Harmon
We give high grade goods and

Clovis,

2L-t-

OFFICERS
S. J. BOY KIN.

FOR TOMBSTONES

Will buy one or two deeded
DR. H. R. GIBSON
We are authorized to announce quarter sections in Curry or
the name of Gus M. Bryan as a Reosevelt Counties; don't write
candidate for Commissioner of unless you can off er a bargain;
Curry county, subject to the give full description and price in Treats all diseases both acute
33 4t and chronic. Special attention
wishts of the Democratic party. first letter.
I. B. Broyles,
Riven to diseases of women.

For Representative

Is

The Leading Financial Institution
in the Upbuilding of Clovis
and Curry County.

K(,bWctl

For Commissioner

Plainview, Texas.

Depository for U. S. Postal Savings
State of New Mexico and
County of Curry.

i

DENTIST

31-p-

Land Wanted

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

R. R. DUNCAN

Office 103 2 North Main Street
Free Land
. The New3 is hereby authorized
Office Phone fS83. Res. 3i)0.
to announce the candidacy r.f
Land open for filing 12 to 13 Clovts.
New Mr.xino
Milton Reece for the offic of
il.e largv.st political scrap in State Representative, subject to miles from Railroad, for further
information see W. V. Swartz or
eaji in No. v Mexico thi.s elec
tho action of the Democratic Phone 871.
f
tion is goir.g to be over the office
Party of Curry County.
of district attorney for the coun
Veterinary Surgeon
I attend confinement cases,
ties oi Curry, Roosevelt, Chaves
Assessor
For
charges
Tax
Clovis, N.M,
reasonable.
Phone 16.
and Hddj , The race seems to
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
The News is authorized to anbeen in earnest between Dow

J.

The
First National Bank

your poultry, eggs and cream.
Seeds will be here in a few days.
Clovis Creamry & Produre Co.

Miss Eunice Elliott

matter under the act of March

i.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
NEW MEXICO

CURRY COUNTY,

I

Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N. M.

Bulk Garden and Field Seeds
Seeds of all kinds. We want

Notice of Suit

'

Proceedings of Democratic
A'

Committee of
Fifth Judicial District.

District

1

...Our Man About Town...

H.

Coprrighf litl bf
J. kaynoids Tttbacua C

On the 24th'day of February,
1916,; thelfollowing Chairmen of

W L. Bishop a business man of
Paul Mersfelder was in the
1
IS T""
his ranch near Ima Albuquerque was a Clovis visit
city
from
t
constituting
the
the counties
weanesaay.
or Monday.
Fifth judicial District of New
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Mersfeld
a. J. fcmitn, or Fortaies, was
Mexico, met at the office of 11,
D. Bowers in the city of Roswell er were in from their ranch near attending to business in Clovis
Monday.
for the purpose of organizing a Texico Thursday.
Committee,
District Democratic
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Heston
The family of J. V. Rice have
D. G. Grantham, repre- all been on the sick list the past are the proud parents of a baby
senting the county of Eddy; W. week largely as a result of vac girl which came the first of the
representing the cination.
H. Braley,
!
.
' , - U1Y
J
week.
jt
TV t mm,, I i
M
county of Roosevelt; E. H. RobAttorney K. W, Edwards was
Attorney, Van H. Williams reinson, representing the county
Wednes- turned Monday from Guthrie,
up
from
Fort
Sumner
The patented process makes
of Curry and il. D. Bowers, day, i'or the purpose of having a
Oklahoma, where he has been
the county o f pair of
representing
Prince Albert so good in a pipe
Elks antlers adjusted.
engaged in some cases for sevChaves.
eral
weeks.
or rolled into a cigarette that
A girl baby was born to Mr.
Upon motion made, seconded
A.
Mrs.
J.
McCabe
and
on
Feb.
G.
Mrs.
A.
Campbell
Us popularity is now uniG.
will
D.
Grantt.am
have
and carried,
29th.
only
will
This
child
said
millinery
of
have
her
opening
her
at
Chairman
eleaed
wa3
versal! It satisfies all smoke
organization, and K. I). Bowers a birthday once in every four to millinery parlors on North Main
desires I This patented process,
street on Friday and Saturday.
was elected Secretary; and it eight years.
which also removes bite and
was ordered that the members
Paul Coldren, the Muleshoe
WANTED: Lady correspon-dan- t
said
be
the
organization
of said
booster was in the city Tuesday.
by sober gentleman of
parch, is controlled by us. No
respective Paul is enthusiastic about the forty. Object:
chairmen of
Future happiother tobacco can be like
oountisa and their successors in future prospects of his country ness. Address Box C42 Ama-rilloffice.
which he states is developing
Texas.
Thereupon the question was rapidly.
Fancy
caps and aprons, home
presented to the committee as to
Joe
McLauren,
who
represents
decorations
and embroideries.
the advisablity of holding county the New York Life
1 A &. 1 M
Insurance
At
Exchange.'
Woman's
the
primaries in all of said counties Company, was in
the city on
the national joy smoke
on the same day. It appearing business
connected
with
his
the
C.
O.
McLean
El
of
Paso who
from said discussion that
company the first of the week.
Men who have stowed away gentle old jimmy pipes
Listen:
represents the American Pump
counties of Eddy and Chaves
ft rmty to chantra trie t!ip
years, have brought them back to the tune of
fcr
Bring
nd color of untalablo brnnd
your cream to Campbell. Company was in the city on
desired an early primary, and
to itnitrttt! the Print A'beri
Prince
Albert I Get yours out, for your confidence
tidy
impotubta
Will
tin,
pay
hut
highest
it
rd
market price.
business the fore part of the
that the counties of Roosevelt
to mi trie tlir flavor of Prince
will
never
be abused I We tell you Prince Albert will
Albert tobacco ThcuatuntuU
week.
and Curry were not in favor of
proceu protvcU that
free
pipe
set
the tenderest tongue I
an early primary, it was decided
The line of hat3 as advertised
Miss Estes, sister of Mrs.
And smoked in a makin's cigarette, Prince Albert is so
Princ Atbmri tan hm bounht
that the chairmen of Eddy and at the Osborne & Wright store Mersfelder, returned to Roswell
avmrywhmrm tobacco it iota'
it gives you a new idea of
refreshing
delightful
and
that
recomwould
loppy rmd hag, Set tidy
in
counties
20
Chaves
per cent off for cash. Sunday after officiating as sten
are
rmd tin;
J Oct hanJiomm
cigarette happiness. Any way 3'ou fire-u- p Prince Albert, it
pound and
tin
mend to their committees that This offer is only temporarily ographer in district court here,
humidor and in that ctay
will
you
!
win
flash
quick
as
a
so
it's
good
so
friendly
and
be
pound
humidor
theprujnariejnnjajdcminties
made.
It applies only to those which adjourned the latter part
top
with
that hp thm foocjCCO in
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Saleheld "on the 9th iday of May, priced abova $4.00.
t
N. C.
of last week.
uch it condition i
1916; and that the chairmen of
Miss Daisy Rainbolt held her
For Sale 3 year old Registered
Roosevelt and Curry counties millinery opening last Saturday
recommend to their committees in the Keidona building, which hereford bull, 11 yearlings and
f
that primaries be held in said was quite a success. She has 2 two year old steers.
J. A. Smith, who resides north
G. E. Mabry of Ottowa, Kans.
Four pounds of bulk ginger
Wagner.
B.
A.
and
1916;
counties on June 17th,
of Texico, called at the News snaps for 25 eents. Model Gro- was in Clovis several days durarranged a very attracted new
Two rooms for light house office Monday.
that in said two
millinery store.
ing the week. Mr. Mabry owns
Mr. Smith said: cery Co. Fone 29.
counties, conventions be held on
keeping, not modern $12 50. "I hava lived in Curry county
a good little ranch northwest of
Level 80 acres relinquishment,
When down town shop- town, and he is thinking seriousMarch 18th. 1916, for the purLights and water, no bath.
for
past
eight
years,
the
I
and
pose of selecting delegates to tight land, $200.00 or trade for
C. F. Downing.
like it better all the time." ping stop at Parish Candy ly of making this his future
the State Convention to be held town property. Inquire at 104
home. Wise decision this.
Ben Smith, one of the success That's the way most of 'em talk. Kitchen for your luncheon.
S. Lane St.
pd tf
May 24th.
of
ful
Portales
ranchman
the
It was moved, seconded and Mrs. J. E. Curren returned country, and Miss Pearl Stone
carried that the Chairmen and Saturday from Lamed, Kansas,
Secretary of each county com- where she has been visiting a and Mrs. Maud Smith and
were
Miss Irene,
mittee be instructed to certify month, being summoned there daughter.
Saturday.
visitors
Clovis
of
Secretary
Bowers,
D.
to R.
upon the death of her father.
said District Committee, the
Claud Miller returned ThursIn connection with my Milli
number of votes in each county nery, I will
day
from Lubbock and Roaring
run a Ladies' excast at said primaries for each change
Texas, where he has
Springs,
at ten per cent commis
candidate for District Attorney,
been
several days. He met
for
sion, no raise
prices. All
within ten days after such pri- Ladies are invitedin to
Mrs. Miller at the latter place
call.
mary, and that said District 38 2t
and she accompanied him here.
Miss Lucy Turner.
Committee meet and canvass
At Lubbock he received another
said returns and certify back to! Henry Barris the boss concrete Chalmers car, the one that they
the respective County Chairmen worker has just put in a fancv used here for demonstration
and County Clerks the result of colored concrete flooring for the purposes having been sold to
said canvass in order that the new Citizens Bank. Mr. Barris W. A. Havener.
name of the successful candidate also has the contract for several
1 4 sec.
For Sale or Rent-N- W
may be placed on the ballots in blocks of concrete walks which
3
Tw'p.
Being
12
R
8.
E.
37
N.
are
to
be
laid
He
is
soon.
a
And in
the general election.
miles
Clovis,
of
NE
$1200.00
good
workman
as
his
such
work
sigover
of
a contest
the event
cash or term. Will rent for 1 4
nomination, such contest shall nifies.
grain from 8) acres and give
of
be filed with the Secretary of
The Old Fashion Spelling Bee,
cash
bonus of $25.00 when 80 is
said District Organization with- which was to have been given on
nicely
plowed.
Renter may
in ten days after the canvass ot February 25th, by Ladies of The
80
pasture
other
for fixing
contest
said
such returns, and
Christian Church and which was
K.
(owner)
Warren
fences.
Fl ail be p issed upon and decided postponed on account of SmallE.
1020
12th
ve.
by the said District Committee.
pox epidemic, will be given on
Wintield,
Kans.
It was moved, seconded and Friday March 17th. Good procanied that all candidates for gram in connection. Good time
A. L. Gregg, of Delphns,
was
the office of District Attorney promised all who come. Admis- in the city Saturday visiting his
shall file their names with t.le sion Ten cents.
brother L. B. Gregg, assistant
Secretary of sitid District Com
of the First National
cashier
Ira Gibbs, who owns some
nuttee on or before April 17, splendid
Bank.
Mr. Gregg returned
farms northeast of the
And that each of said
1910.
home Sunday morning accomcity, will leave in about two
vaiididates he required to depanied by his brother. A. L, is
posit with said Secretary on or weeks for Hot Springs. Ark., one of the leading citizens of
where he will enage in the
before said date the sum of $70
Roosevelt county and a candi
of barrels. We do
manufacture
which shall be in lieu of any
date
for the Sherilf's office of
know that Mr. Gibbs expects
county.
further assessment by the county not
that
If elected, we
liquor barrels to be in great decommittees; said assessment
predict that our sister county on
mand since the state went dry
shall be apportioned as follows;
the south will have a sheriff who
on the first of the year or that
will be fearless in the discharge
$15.00 to Curry County; $20.00
he expects to manufacture muto Roosevelt County; $17.50 to
of his duty and one that the ennition barrels but we do know
Chaves County; and $17.50 to
tire county will be justly proud
the barrel market is the
that
Eddy County. And the name of
of.
L.
years.
any candidate shall net be certi- best in
Joe Sellers returned Monday
fied by said Secretary to the re
Associated Charities
of
last week from Albuquerque
spective county Committees unand A. E. Curren returned last
Instead of asking our friends
til said assessment is paid.
Upon motion made, seconded Sunday where they served as to bring: their bundles to us. it
and carried adjournment was jurymen in the Federal court has been decided that we arrange
taken subject to the call of the since February 6. Mr. Curren to visit their homes on Tuesday
was forman of the jury that was March 14th and gather up what
Chairman.
sent by Judge Pollock to the groceries and cast off clothing
R. D. Bowers,
Elephant Butte dam in Sierra they may wish to donate and so
Secretary.
county to personally inspect and we ask those interested to please
Full blood Brown Leghorn appraise some land to be con- remember us on that day.
"The Wright House and Right Goods and Right Prices"
eggs at 220 N, Sheldon. 15 for demned under the big irrigation
Miss Mary Knight. Pres.
$100.
project.
Mrs. E. P. Cooley, Sec.;
to-wi-
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Prince Albert
meets men's tastes
all over the world

the

2t-p- d

im

i

38-2- t.

I

half-poun-d

cryttat-mta-

a

ponm-moitmn-

t--

last-name-

We Have a Nice Line of
Spring Coats, Suits,
Skirts and Waists
Owing to the large number of hats
purchased in our Millinery department
at a great reduction, we are enabled to
offer you a reduction of 20 per cent on
all cash sales on hats above $4.00, and
10 percent on all cash sales from $2.00
to $4.00.
The New Hats are going fast at
20 per cent off regular prices for cash.
This offer will be for a short time only.
You will have to hurry!
Do not fail to look over our line.
You will find just what you most need
a becoming and stylish hat. See us in
our new quarters.
Opposite the Southwestern Drug
Gurley's
Store. Next door to A.
Office.

..Osborne

j&

Wright.

Among Friends

Curren Agency

The Things You Like
Beginning Saturday, March 4, we will have a line
of delicious GOOD THINGS TO EAT, Whipped
Cream Puffs, Special Mix Layer Cakes, Dainty
Mocca Cakes, Quaint Puffer Cakes, Angel Food,
Cup Cakes, Macarroons, Kisses, Cookies, in addition to our SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
HONEY BOY BREAD, California Raisin Bread,
Rye, Graham, Cinnamon Rolls. Variety of pies,
Lemon, Mince, Apricot, Raisin and Apple.

What is more valuable than
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
tried and true? What
friends,
City:
sacred
ia
than the friendmore
Good seven room house, well
located and near school building, ship of snch friends? What
Eaat side, $1100.00. Small pay- cheers more, grips stronger, puts
iron into the blood more than
ment down balance like rent.
handshake,
the firm, hearty
Good plastered 7 room house,
kindly look and encouraging
nicely located, East front, good
word of such friends? How
repair, near high school build- dreary and desolate
this old life
ing: $2000 worth more money.
would bo without these friends.
Good 6 room house, modern, 2 j Where in all the world will
blocks West from Main and one go to find truer friends, bigGrand Ave.. $1200. Terms to ger hearted, bigger brained,
suit.
with pure red blood coursing
(jnod four room house, lights through iheir veins, than right
and water, well located from here in this glorious southwestshops, SK Corner. Small
ern country? This plains counbalance like rent a good try, with its richness and big
buy.
ness. A fellow has to have a
Eight room house near shops, positive genius for littleness and
$M00.
$200 down balance in meanness, to be little and mean
This building vill in this country.
payments.
it was tne pleasure or tnis
Good two room house, ceiled
writer,
with his family, to spend
lights,
porches.
throughout,
among genuine, out and
Sunday
from
corner
opposite
etc.,
water
bunilay morning
out friends.
High school building. $.")().
we motored over to Farwell
Lamls:
We reached the Christian church
320 acres good tight, level of that place, just as
t
land, in wheat belt. $1700, half
B F. Fears, who by the
down balance on easy payments. way, is the editor of that live
5 Quarter sections of good wire weekly, Stateline Tribune,
mixed land, shallow water, con- was closing up a most excellent
l
session. The writ
trols large range. $3.U0 per A.
320 acres deeded land, adjoins er spoKe to an attentive audiland subject to filing. This place ence at 11 a. m. We dined, and
has a good house, well and wind spent the afternoon with that
mill, orchard, fenced and other prince of good fellows. S. C.
improvements. $2500, half down Hunter, and hisestimablefamily
One would have to go a kng,
balance easy rerms.
long, distance to find a more gen
two
100 acres deeded land, has
uinely
gentleman, than S. C.
room house well and wind mill,
Hunter
and a more estimable
dougout, fenced, out buildings. family than his family.
First offer of $1000 takes the
In the Hunter home, and inFar-welplace improvements worth the
we felt, yea we knew, that
amount; this is mixed land-n- ot
among genuine friends
we
were
About 8 miles from
sandy.
tried and true, and the day was a
Clovis.
happy one that will not soon be
Deeded section with leased forgotten by this scribe and hia
school section adjoiniug, two family.
good springs and well and wind
mill, fenced, some buildings,
Clovis Woman's Club
coatrol several leased quarters.
The open session of the WoPrice $4700, this is tight mesquite man's Club held at the Presbyland and nearly all level.
terian Church last Tuesday
afternoon, was indicative of the
position which women occupy in
For Sale
regard to questions agitating
One span of mares four and
the public mind today.
five years old, fifteen hands
"Baby Week" ia being obhigh, two mule colts.
all over the Nation to
served
Harlan E. Locker,
hence the regular
extent,
some
Clovis, N. M,
meeting of the Woman's Club
here planned their program in
Land For Sale
the interest of child welfare.
Two half sections two and one
Papers and talks were of
half miles northwest of Clovis.
scientific nature, readings apVv. B. Davis, Box 353. propriate to the occasion and the
4t pd.
music consisted principally of
Lullaby Songs.
Boston brown bread, every
A resolution of thanks was
Saturday at the Woman's Ex- extended to those participating
2tpd in the program, but not mem
change.
bers of the Club.
Percolators and Casseroles.
Barry Hardware Co.

r

on

When Your Watch Goes
Dead
or fails to keep correct time,
we can repair it RIGHT

!

WE ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE OUR WORK
WE ARE AGENTS FOR

Hamilton, Elgin and
Waltham Watches
CrD
Everything New and

pay-'dow-

Clovis Bakery
West Otero Street

A. C. PAPPE, Proprietor

Organize Parent and
Teachers Association

J, J!

d

M- -

Texico, N. M., March (J. At a
meeting of citizens held in the
Methodist church in Texico an
organization of a
Association for the Twin
cities was affected. The meeting was interesting and instructive throughout. After talks by
Professor White, Adkins and
Wirth and a very instructive
talk by Dr. McClelland along the
line of proper caring for the
baby the organization was effected by electing Mrs. G. A. Smith
of Farwell President and Mrs.
Vermillion vice president. Both
these ladies hive had experience
along this line and it is predictParent-Teacher- s

WeTake Special Care

ed

that much good will come

from this organization for the
betterment of child life, The
"better baby" sentiment has alWhen you come to us you have the
so
invaded the twin cities and
assurance tbat your prescriptions
during the month of
sometime
will be promptly and carefully comMay
baby contest"
a
"better
drugs.
pure
pounded with fresh,
will be held. When the reports
are given out we will find that
We Also Carry e Complete Une of
the Panhandle of Texas and
Druggists' Sundries
eastern New Mexico not only
Perfumes Toilet Articles
leads in production of grain,
Candies, Etc.
white face cattle, hogs, etc., but
is well in the lead with "better
"We want your trade and you will babies."

in Filling

fad

Prescriptions

our goods just as represented.

City Drug Store
S.

Main St.

Clovis. N.

A Little Jaunt
orator of the News force
motored out to the Mounce
school house Sunday afternoon,
and after listening to an interesting discussion of the Sunday
school lesson for the day, address
ed an apparently appreciative
audience. At least the audience
endured the address without any
visible signs of real torture.
That is a good community,
filled with enterprising folk,
who are making good. Jas. 0.
Johnson is the superintendent
of the Sunday school and is leading in a good work.
Th

M

Bulk Garden and Field Seed
Seeds of all kinda. We want
your poultry, eggs and cream.
Seeds will be here in a few days.
Clovis Creamry & Produre Co.
2t.

high grade
piano, fine tone, good condition,
will sell at a sacrifice.
D. N. Croft.
Cookies,
and doughnuts,
Free Homesteads
picklea and
at the
you
are looking for a homeIf
Woman's Exchange.
stead, a ranch or Government
Money ynu will save hy hav- land of any kind address Tate
ing your watch repaired by J. M. and Betts, Ricardo, N. M.
TLok. Why pay more?
tf.
Fur sale: Go'hI Jersey milk
bread.
fresh cow with young heifer calf.
'vuy day. At the Woman's Cash or terms. J, H. Shepard,
For

Sale:-Stric- tly

Bible-schoo-

MmiUMSMtflllrM

2tfl
Will

Clovis N.

ACHES!
Grouches produce ill temper and irritableness. and
thee hasten you to your
grave.

North Main Street

Is your health, your happiness, your life, worth this
small investment?

Phone 402

Full Line of Casings
and Accessories.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO.

"

BEST FOR LESS

J

Say! Boys With Long Pants!
I am overstocked in Misfit Suits
of small sizes. They fit the boys

wearing long pants and go at
boys' suit prices. Must close
them out at once!

H. BELL,

"House of Misfits"

U-R-N-

Union Barber Shop

EXT

R. H. SNELINGS, Proprietor.
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!

THE CURREN AGENCY
Fire Insurance
Automobile Forms.

Let us write your Surety Bond
Phone 32 in

Antlers Hotel Building, Clovis, N. M.

"SPEED UP!"
..'.mmmf

to CO minutes an hour

bytaUr.jtha "grind'
out cf typewriting I

March 12.
Let all of our folks attend
church and Sunday School this
Sunday.
The subject of the
morninir sermon will be. "The

AND STtiifo ! For here at last 13 the master
it pnrv fbr anv stenog
machine tht
rapher to ram out r.XRE letters with less
effort in th3 ordinary V7r.i!:ir.:j day. The new
up the day 3
Royal Mjctcr-- ode I ".IT
:': v. tys!
work and crtJ tur p;c
c:::cs" and its
Built fz?

'

m-ike-

We give a cordial invitation to
'all to worship with us.
J. II. Messer, Pastor.

1

The
City Drug Store
The new store on South
Phone 162.
Main St

cp-c- ds

Creel
The:;.;

The Church of Christ

".1

sensitive

;.j

f.hr.t 1'..

i .:

::vr, ' c

;:

V

:

:.

'

rr, cl' i.

The Church of Christ extends

Operators
P
v,

;

.:ciractr speed:
i':
the y
vuh
The
J in t!:e clr.yV: work.
'pert
of speed thi.t court'-,- .
Errorfcr.r, xrd ij w:c
Commcmcnsc has punctured the illusion of the
other hind.
Get the

yii-da-

Facts!

Or writ, ua direct
churc,-B- .I.r

Sunday March 12th.
i

Sereiee, " nd book
cf bets on Touch
Typing 9 xxl freo to
typewriter aura.

Vfc

jm

$100

itff

frg&tf'
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V
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Coming of a Redeemer."
Lenten services: Way of the
Cross, and Benediction.
Theodosuis Meyer, O. F. M.

Clovis. N.M.

':'

i

n!:n;fjrlha"RoyiJ

Catholic Church

tf

th--

V.iiv.i;

i.

Sacred Heart

For Sale Span of good young
horses, also good young mare.
C. T. Kirby. 721 E. Bent,

to

:A ackl

oru vilai

y. I'.'.vx

r

la cordial invitation t) all to meet

7:30
9. a m. Mass, Sermon.
p. m. Talk on the "Promise and

s

M

jand worship with them. Bible
Study at 10 o'clock. Communion
51
services at 11 i 'clock on each
sell
very
little we
For a
Lord's day.
aches
kill
the
remedies that
I. V. Manly. Minister.
as soon as they appear.

New and Fire Proof

Ford Agents

LINE!

Denhof Jewelry Company

Iscariot."
Aches are the father of
groiii'h(

M.

Lindley

" THE

Pale Horse and the Kider."
For the evening service, "Judas

Highway Garage

&

JEWELRY

First Methodist Church

nmij.fff,

Jones

THE

2t-p- d

1

lixthange.

N

l,

2t-p-

e

-I-

Superin-tendan-

chow-cho-

Home-bak-

aoi

301

$125

in Connrfe)

OYAL TYPEWP'TER COMPANY

Mc D. Nobles, Farwell. Texas
ska.

jffl

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL

tffMh

J. Hobbs, Owner and Prop.

S.

t

First Class
Prices Very Reasonable.

Dining Service.

West Grand Ave.

R. L. Pryor. W. M

Clovis, N. M.

S

,

..:(."

iff

J. P. Denny. N.

Undertaker & Embalmer
Day

Nitfht Phone

West Grand Avenue.

27.

14.

Clovis Phone
CLOVIS,

31)2.

V'&V&i'7
Luke Morton,

J.

No.

MARKET PRICE PAID FOR HIDES

Meets 2nd and 4th
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

770.

Monday nights

at Praetorian Hall
B. M.

FAR WELL.

-

Austin, rrop.

R. WALKER,

Proprietor

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Ve- - tables

Clovis Council Praetorians

Fish and Oysters in Season.

POETALES.

WALKER'S MARKET

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

Fresh

-

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Prices.
Ca Phone 29.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
in Woodmen Hall.

C. C.

MELROSE.

A. ts.

Whitetownr ImW
W. O. W. No. 36.

Wo',: ifis H'i:rll

-

The Model Grocery

Meets tit Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.
II. Duck worth, E. R.
Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

fc5T

HOUK BROS. Props.

HIGHEST

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at '
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

No. 1244.

Star Market
Vegetables,

G

Antlers BIdg.

A. L. Gurley Go.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.
INo. 61

Next door to McFariin's

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty.

Phone 32.

J. Whiting, Secretary.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

W.

Phone

A.

WAREHOUSES

Manager Clovis Cemetery
38.

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night
at Masonic Hall.

G. V. STEED
Phone

INSURANCE

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40.

Good. Clean Rooms and Beds.
.

The Curren Agency

Fish and Oysters.

A nice line of Pickles,
Bottled Goods. Phono 123.

Brizendine. Re?

Relihe

and

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
"satisfaction guaranteed or your
refunded"

money
TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS. STATIONERY,

KODAKS,

CUT GLASS,

IVORY, ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

TJt(f

xa&L

Telephone 58.

Store

W. H. DUCKWORTH. Owner.
Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the
order.

Wanted

For Sale or Trade

bunch of cows to take care
for Ranch Land
of for part of increase.
,
.
ii
uiose in suouman lots or acre
J. H. Hendrix, Cameron, N. M.
tracts joining Clovis would
2t )d.
trade for ranch land in Curry or
you
Write o r
need
glasses
I
If
can test Roosevelt County.
your eyes then you can get your come and see
glasses here in Clovis at about
Claude Miller,
Auto Co.,
half the price a specialist would
114 W.Grand,
charge for the same.
Clovis. N.M.
tf
Dr. II. R. Gibson.
A

.

Miller-Luika-

Room and Board,
modern
house 220 N. Sheldon St.
tf.
J. W. Boyle.

rt

For Sale

Igo, the well known Jack is
Roasters and carving knives. for sale or trade at my farm
Barry Hardware Co.
three miles northwest of Texico.
Igo
has. a number of colts and
you
have
anything
If
to sell or
trade, list with the Mansfield mules all over the country which
Land Company. We Will treat indicates his excellent breeding
quality. He is black with white
you right.
f
points, extra heavy bone, and is
I have made special study of
38-2- t
eight years old.
pd
diseases and disorders of women.
Means, Owner.
Albert
I know them from A to Z Knowing the ailments make their
Misfit suits, pants, odd coats
treatment easy.
tf. and vests. Bargains at
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
H. Rell's.
t--

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

MMMMMMtMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

PLUMBING!

UP-TO-DA- TE

s
We have with us a
plumber from
All work strictly guaranteed.
Roswell.
firit-clas-

WE SELL THE LEADING

Cahill Iron Wks.,

MANUFACTURER

N.
Kahler Co.

0.

GOODS:

Nelson Co.,

SEE US AND SAVE MONEY

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Holton, Prop, f
IMMMMIHMIHMHWMtM

Poll Tax Notice

He Lives Here

Poll tax is now due and should
WHAT ONE MAN THINKS OF NEW
paid within the next thrity
be
MEXICO LAND.
(oO) days.
The law provides
persons
"That all
(Maxwell Mail)
(male) of the age of twenty one
I came to New Mexico from
years or over shall pay a poll tax
Green county, Mo., in 100G. and
one dollar for school purof
settled upon IGO acres of land
able-bodie-

adjoining the townsite of Melrose. I consider this the safest
and surest farming country in
the world. I h;we five acres in
orchard, and am putting out
eight acres more in young trtea
this year.
I consider this as good a fruit
country as Missouri; the trees
bear much younger here, and
grapes do much better here than
in Missouri.
I refused $9 for
the fruit oft one peach tree last
year. 1 had 100 trees that bore
$5 worth of fruit per tree.
Any
thing will grow here that grows
in the east, and a great many
things that will not grow there.
There is no comparison be
tween this country and Missouri.
As regards to health, this is a
much healthier country.
I sold my land in Missouri for
$100 per acre. I would not trade
my land here acre for acre for
Missouri land that is selling for
$100 to $150 an acre and be required to live on the Missouri

d

This should be paid at an early
date as ti e law provides that
suit hIihII lie brought against all
persons so uelinquent.
Yours truly,
W. II. Taylor,
Clerk School Board

t--

Four pounds of bulk ginger
snaps for 25 cents.
Model Grocery, Fone 29.
Buy you a misfit suit and save

several dollars.
H. Bell.

cheap.

Come to us for advice and we will make YOUR PROBLEM
OUR PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OF OUR INSTITUTION are extended to everyone.

work horses for sale,
Inquire
Brown

Furniture

Come In

Co.

We Want to Meet You

Pocket knives and razors.
Barry Hard were Co.
Have your old sewing machine
repaired and made equal to new,
Expert repairing.

acres for rent; 320 for sale
section with frame
house 8 miles north west of Clo
vis for rent;
section 20
miles north west o f Elida, for 1
sale part cash balance easy term
or would take good second hand 1
Ford as part pay. Address: C.
IB
V. Forbes, Tularoso. N. Mex.
one-ha-

IP YOU ARE PERPLEXED

4 good

Clovis National Bank

Geo. T. Wilson,

Money! Money!;

h

will

I can fix your clock for $1.00.
Geo. T. Wilson, Expert Repairer
Rear Clovis Nati onal Bank.
f.
Phone 41

Electric Irons, heater and
cooking vessels.
For Sale
Barry Hardware Co.
Lot 9, Block 35, North Park
addition. This is a desirable lot
facing on Main Street, and will ji j$ j$ jt jut jtjt jijiji jiji ji ji
be sacrificed to the highest and
best bidder. Address the owner J
Box 17G, Knoxville, Tenn.

one-fourt-

All Kinds of Transfer Work Solicited.
STORAGE FREE !
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
Phones 85 and 152.
P. O. Box 544.
Clovis. New Mexico.

poses."

land.

160

Davidsons Transfer and Storage

We want your farm

1

them on short no
tice.

lf

See us

at once!
"w

Union Mortgage Co.

1
l
--J

"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

I The

Central Meat Market

f

Houk, Keown and Wood, Props.

Fresh and Cured Meats
?g& of all kinds,
Fresh Fish, Oysters and
Produce.
Phone No.

7.

Next Door to Fo6toffice.

t
t

ill
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SELECTION AND BREEDING OF POTATOES
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HICK,

j

GLOSSY

HI

PECULIAR

IRISH

"MONO-RAIL-

"
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By susistinf nutrition,
increase! the circulation,
invigorates the system,
removes the waste matter and brightens you up.

Qlrlal Beautify Your Hairl Make It
Soft, Fluffy and Luxuriant Try
the Moist Cloth.

I'
Carly

Try as you will, after an application
Danderlne, you cannot flud a single
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
your scalp will not Itch, but what will
please you most, will be after a few

OVEnCOHES

Of

'
.

Rose

A

Medium Early, Vigorous Growing Variety,
Adapted to Northern 8andy Loam 8olls.

(l!y J. H. BHKPI'KnD.)
It is a common beliet that potatoes
rnn out or degenerate when grown in

any locality for several years. There
is no doubt of the truth of this statement under ordinary methods of
crowing und selecting the seed. Only
three reasons can exiBt for "running
at" or degenerating of any crop. (1)
Itogenurutiou resulting from prolonged
nd possibly unuutural propagation by
means of tubers. (2) Deterioration
caused by change to an unfavorable
eondltion. (3) Loss of vigor due to
lark of selection of tubers. The last
two factors we know are operative
andcr the usual manner of handling
fae crop. However, It is not always
true and should never be where conWith experiditions are favorable.
mental data on hand and similar data
secured from other Investigators the
following statement may be safely
enado:
That in localities having soil
and climatic conditions favorablo for
the highest development of a crop,
there will be no degeneration other
than variations, and variations are as
apt to be beneficial as harmful. By
changing sood once in a great while
varieties will be developed In other
localities having similar conditions,
which will be of value for introduction but the Indiscriminate change ot
seed merely for the sake of changing
Is a poor practice.
Sluny potato growers seem to think
It iieccBuary to change seed every few
years. They do not consider the productiveness ot the variety they are
crowing, nor do they endeavor to imIt has
prove its yielding capacity.
been the custom to chungo seed potatoes every few yeurs and the practico
has been fallowed without asking the
teason for it.
The potato Is practically a new crop
and tho development ot good new
nineties has been rather rapid, yet
new varieties now seldom surpass the
tandard ones in yield or quality. New
rarieties should not be grown until
they have been well advertised and a
market demand created.
The potato breeder and the experiment station can better afford to determine the value of new varieties and
exploit tholr superiority. In cases
where the crop runs out, it is the result of poor selection, poor soil or the
presence ot discuse and not degeneration.
Another common fallacious belief Is
that potatoes mix in the hill. The
tubers of most varieties vary greatly
as to size, color and shape and this
has led many to believe that different
varieties mix or cross when planted
closely together. Selection should be
made for uniformity every year to
overcome this character. Potatoes of
whlto and blue varieties have been
planted together In hills at the North
Dakota and other experiment stntlons
nd no mixed or blended color ap- poured.
Hill selection Bhould be followed on
all potato farms. The manner of re--

Particularly

ulated In accordance with the soil, cliEarly
mate and market conditions.
planting usually gives the best results.
Good judgment alone will determine
the time to plant.
The method of planting varies to
some extent, but where large areas
are to be grown the machine planter
good
Is the only practical way. It
planter is used and care Is taken to
regulate It good work can be done.
Depth of planting Is another prac
tice which should be regulated by sev
eral conditions, soil, climate, time ot
planting, moisture and cultural methods. In dry seasons deep planting Is
best, when everything Is considered,
three to four inches will prove to be
the best depth to plant. Less than
three inches would be considered shallow and more than four Inches deep
Four-incplanting gave
planting.
i per cent heavier yield than three-Incplanting and eight per cent more
than any greater depth of planting, in
experiments In planting 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
and 8 Inches, respectively. Deep planting produced the best quality and the
h

h

larger per cent

of

merchantable tubers.

traduction Is different than of most
farm crops. This has led to some confusion as to inheritance ot characters.
The tuber grows at the end of a short
enderground stem ot which It is an
enlarged portion. Our commonly cultivated varieties seldom blossom and
produce seed, and thla method of re
production Is not employed except by
specialists. The proper
method for the potato grower is to se
lect tubers from the best plants, el
ways starting with the best variety
possible to secure.
Selection for disease resistance may
and should be practiced. This cannot
be done with entire satisfaction unless
the soil Is badly infested with diseases,
a condition which the practical grower
should avoid. Wights and rots may be
overcome to a certain extent in this
eoanner. Some varieties show greater
resistance than others and should be
grown when any disease is prevalent.
Trent mont of the seed and spraying of
the vines are more effective If the
work is well done. It would be desirable, however, for the potato specialist
to develop resistant varieties. There
Is at present no such thing as potatoes immune to the common diseases.
TJ
time ot planting should be reg- potato-breedin-

,

weeks' use, when you see new hair,
fine and downy at first yes but really new hair growing all over the
calp.
A little Danderlne Immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, Just moisten a cloth with
Danderlne and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one smalt VARIOUS QUAINT LINES
strand at a time. The effect Is Immediate and amazing your hair will
be light, fluffy and wavy, and have an FRENCH RAILROADS BUILT TO
appearance of abundance; an IncomOVERCOME OB8TACLE8.
parable luster, softness and luxuriance, the beauty and shimmer of true
hair health.
Ireland Hao One of the Most RemarkGet a E5 cent bottle of Knowlton'l
able Rail Routes "Rack" System
prove
any
and
atore
Danderlne from
Has Been Found a Necessity
soft
pretty
and
that your hair is as
In Switzerland.
as any that It has been neglected or
Injured by careless treatment tbat'i
Ot the various quaint railroads in
all. Adv.
the world one is not so very far away,
Why!
although you have perhaps never
"Did she turn green with envy?"
heard ot It, much less traveled along
"No; It wouldn't have harmonized its eccentric line, remarks London
with her general color scheme.- "- Answers.
Judge.
This is the Lartigue railroad, at
In Ireland, some Idea ot
which you can glean from the picture.
This strange train, you will observe,
is in duplicate, the engine and car
rlages being double, while the line
consists of a central rail, which passes
IID
down the center ot the train. To add
to the humor of the thing, passengers
sometimes requested to change
"Papa's Diapepsin" settles sour, are
tholr seats from one side of the train
gassy stomachs in five
to the other, so that a proper balance
may be maintained.
minutes Time itl
railroads are
Other
Ton don't want a slow remedy when sometimes used In order to negotiate
your stomach is bad or an uncertain any very steep ascents or descents
one or a harmful one your stomach, where the ordinary train would come
is too valuable; you mustn't Injure It. to grief. In this connection we find
Pape's Diapepsin Is noted for Its what are known as "rack" railroads,
peed In giving rellof; Us harmless-ness- ; more than one of which is used In
Its certain unfailing action la Switzerland.
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs,
The rack raHroad, Instead of having
Its millions of cures in indigestion, ordinary smooth linos only, has a
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach rack-rai- l
In the center of the track,
trouble has made it famous the world this rail being cut Into a series ot
over.
teeth, which Jut out rather like the
Keep this perfect stomach doctor In teeth or a saw held upside down.
you home keep it handy get a large Under the engine ot the train Itself
t
case from any dealer and there is fixed a cogwheel, which grips
and so prethen if anyone should eat something the teeth of the rack-raiwhich doesn't aires with them: if vents the train from slipping back
what they eat lays like lead, ferments along the ordinary rails that lie on
and sours and forms gas; causes bead either side of the rack-rail- .
ache, dizziness and nausea; eructaCars fitted thus are able to ascend
tions of acid and undigested
and descend montalns on which an
as soon as Pape's Diapepsin ordinary train would quickly meet
comes In contact with the stomach all with disaster.
such distress vanishes. Its prompt-ness-,
Another form of mountain railroad
certainty and ease In overcoming Is that run by means of cables. The
the worst stomach disorders Is a reve- cable principle Is roughly this: The
lation to those who try it Adv.
rabies wind round drums at the top
and bottom of the slope. Then, as
Some Weight.
one train descends the other cllmht
Redd How much does his automo- up the hill, the process being reversed
bile weigh?
for the return Journeys.
Greene You mean with the mortA sensational train, which we may
gage?
yet see In everyday work, Is the Bren-na- n
monorail, demonstrations of which
were given by Its Inventor a few years
TAKE A GLASS OF SALTS
ago. The peculiarities of this train
WHEN BLADDER BOTHERS
are that It has only one rail, being
balanced by means of a couple ot
Harmless to Flush Kidneys and Neu- gyroscopes.
Splendid
Acids
Irritating
tralize
railThere Is also a movlng-plntforfor the System.
road, which has been actually used In
New York, and which somewhat reKidney and Bladder weakness result sembles the moving slalrcnsns now In
from uric acid, says a noted authority. use In parts of London. In this case
The kidneys filter this acid from the tho first platform is stotlonary. but
blood and pass it on to the bladder, beside It there Is another platform
where it often remains to irritate and which moves forward at the rate ot
In name, causing a burning, scalding
three miles an hour. Next to this
sensation, or setting up an irritation comes a third platform, moving at six
obliging
bladder,
at the neck ot the
miles per hour, while the fourth and
you to seek relief two or three times last moves at nine miles per hour.
during the night. The sufferer is In
The Idea In, of course, that passenconstant dread, the water passes gers shall step from platform to platsometimes with a scalding sensation form, according to tho pace at which
and is very profuse; again, there is they wish to travel; it being in their
difficulty In avoiding It.
power always to return to the stationBladder weakness, most folks call ary platform when they so desire. In
urinaIt, because they can't control
leaving one platform for another,
tion. While It Is extremely annoying moreover, they are never changing
and sometimes very painful, this if their rate of progress by more than
really one of the most simple ailments three miles. On each platform, also,
to overcome. Got about four ounces there are a number of posts and handof Jad Salts from your pharmacist and rails to which passengers can cling.
take a tablcspoonful In a glass of If nervous. Believers In this method
water before breakfast, continue this of travel prophesy a great future for
for two or three days. This will neu- the Invention; but whether their betralize the acids In the urine so It no liefs are justified or not remains to be
longer Is a source ot Irritation to the seen.
bladder and urinary organs which then
act normally again.
Revenue From Railroad Junk Heap.
A leading eastern railroad prides
Jad Salts Is inexpensive, harmless,
and Is made from the acid of grapes Itself on the fact that It does not
and lemon Juice, combined with llthla, throw sway a single article that has
and Is used by thousands ot folks whs any value to man or beast. Everyare subject to urinary disorders eaused thing that has been relegated to the
by urlo acid Irritation. Jad 8alta Is scrap heap Is afterwards sold if there
splendid for kidneys and causes no is a market for It. In 1914 the scrap
metal sold brought In to the combad effects whatever.
Here you have a pleasant, efferves pany's treasury $2,167,241.14, which
drink, which quickly sum was $1,000,000 less than In 1913.
cent llthla-wate-r
Waste paper alone sold for $19,211, oil
relieves bladder trouble. Adv.
barrels for $22,439, and old rubber for
At the Musle Store.
and wooden
Locomotives
$15,222.
She What key do you want It In? passenger cars sold for $114,326. Old
plane.
our
Any
fit
key that will
He
wheels, metals and wrought Iron yieldCornell Widow.
ed more than $780,000. Other odds
and ends brought In $121,997. Scienby rirAppllraHjii
Hot
rilM
fUw
all
of
for
foraat
UnaM tific American.
nmraal rmIr
nrtaad oMfHUtHM. Uf.
From Experience.
Carries Passengers.
She (a widow) What are the first
ferryboat Prinos Illusions of the honeymoon to vanish?
The
Edward Island, plying on the Straits
He (a widower) His idea that he
sf Northumburland, Canada, has pala- can huv her everything she wants, and
passenger
tial accommodations tor
her Idea that she won't want anything
It to the first boat of the kind to be that he can t buy her.
to equipped."

DYSPEPSIA

1GESTI0N

fifty-cen-

Deep planting will be found advisable
on weedy land as the harrow may
then be use-- freoly without endangering what Is meant by quality In potatoes. In some countries a heavy, soggy
cooking potato is thought to possess
the highest quality. In the United
States most people prefer a potato
which will become mealy when cooked.
The potato should not, however, be so
starchy that it will break the skin or
fall to pieces before becoming cooked.
For slicing and frying a soggy potato
From these statements
is desirable.
it will be seen that quality in potatoes
is dependent upon one's taste.
Mealiness is dependent upon the
variety and the soil, climate and ma- turlty. A dry sandy soil produces the
mealiest potatoes. An immature po-tato seldom cooks well and from our
standurd is ot very pour quulity. If
the tubers are so green that the skin
Is easily bruised they will bo Inferior
Muturlty Is indiin keeping quality.
cated by a corky surface and the pros-- !
once of lenticles. When tho vines are
badly injured by insects or diseases,
tho tubers do not muture and such a
crop will have a poor quality.
There are muny characters which
Indicate quality, percentage of dry
matter, size, spec lie gravity, appear-unce, flavor, surface, smoothness, color
ot skin and flesh, depth ot eyes and
texture. These characters need no
furthrr description.
Only ono variety of potatoes should
bo grown in any locality, especially it
for market. Where this custom pre-- .
vails, a reputation Is soon established,
and buyers are always anxious to visit
such places. This is an easy and effectual way to advertise the crop.
Practically all potato damage done
by disease and Insect enemies may b
prevented by a good system of farming
and proper treatment of seed and
vines. The work should be begun before or as soon as any disease makes
its appearance. Prevention is the only
remedy, there Is no cure for the infected growing plant
"

1

I

Cross Sections of Potato of Poor Quality, Small Cortical Layer and Large
Thick Internal Medullary Layer.

inflam-matio-

--

Cross Sections of Potato of Good Quality, Large Cortical and External
Medullary Layers and 8mall Internal Medullary Layer.

GOOD

1

IMPLEMENTS

ARE RECOMMENDED
Time Has Arrived for Farmer to
Use Tools and Machines to
Save Time and Labor.
Implements often ropresent
the difference between profit and loss
One man cultivates a
In farming.
field In one day; It takes another man
days to cultivate
one and
another the same size. One man
breaka a field In three days; It takes
another man four days to break one
the same size. The difference Is in
Implements.
The cost of the implements and their upkeep may not be
far from the same.
The time has come for farmers to
seek Implements and machines that
gave tabor and make money
Good

one-fourt-
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food-reme- mber

n
systemic catarrh,
of mucous mem

braae

the stomach,

lining

bowel, broeebJa and

bead-to-

nes

ap the whole avstesa..
Aids yoa to prevent Coaghs
and Colds.
.

Im

CATARRH
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STAGNATION

NOT DEPENDENT ON THE RAIL

Locomotives snd Freight Cars That
Since the first life insurance comCan Run en Road Is a Recent
pany started in Japan in 1881, the
Invention.
Austrian
business has doubled every ten years.
Locomotives and freight cars that
run equally well with or without rails
Kidney
are the latest Inventions of Austrians Loss of Sleep From
In their war on Russia. The wheels
Very
Trouble-Beca- me
are of the broad rim type tbat will run
well on rough roads or through mud.
been suffering with Kidney and
I had trouble
They are fitted with a centrally locat- Bladder
for about twelve months.
over
flange
the tracks My condition was such tbat 1 was enable
ed
that fits
and was reduced in flesh
night,
at
to
rest
on
running
when the strange train is
to almost a skeleton. Wtasn my kidneys
rails.
me great pain and
caused
they
would set
When the train arrives at the end of I did not have much appetite. Through
I was induoed te
the railroad line it can still be con- the advice of my father
After
Dr. Kilmer's Swsmp-Kootinued toward the front, unless the try
I was restored to
using Swamp-Roo- t
Impassable
absolutely
In
roads are
health and have gained sixty pounds. I
condition. Over good, solid roads the im now in good health and abla to work.
I feel as well as I aver did, and 1 cheertrain runs almost as fast as over rails. fully
recommend Swamp Root to otbsrs
The locomotive is a benzine eater, who have kidney and bladder troubles.
generating its propelling power by the
Very truly yours,
,
T. L. WALTON.
use of benzine. The
Paris, Texas.
freight train has been used effectively 122 W. Garrett St
appeared
before me this
Personally
by the Austrians, especially In the 29th day of February, 1919. T. L. Walton,
Carso district. It is expected that the who subscribed to tha above statement
type will soon become familiar on all and made oath that the same is true and
fronts, as the usefulness of the Inven- correct.
J. M. LONO. Notary Public,
tion has been well demonstrsted. This
Lamar Co., Texas.
Austrian 'contrivance Is one striking Prove What Swamp-RoWilt Do For Ton
Instance of Teutonio resourcefulness
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer 4 Co.,
Is
and
to
Germans
the
not attributed
Dinghamton. N. Y., for a sample sise botin marked contrast with the bomb tle. It will convince anyone. You will
receive a booklet of valuable inforthrowers, Iron helmets, spring rockets also
mation, telling about the kidneys snd bladand othor adaptations ot ancient war der. When writing, be sure and mention
t
rare which have lately marked the this paper. Resular
and
sire battles for sale at all drug
conflict on the westAdv.
stores.
ern front. Exchange.
Proof of Marriage.
Courtesy Is Catching.
great detective, laying aside
The
Two great railroad corporations professional cares for the evening, Is
have placed posters about their prem- uttendlng a dance. Introduced to a
ises emphasizing the desire to please beautiful woman, be asks ber to dance
ihelr patrons. One Invites the sugges- with him, and she graciously consents.
and friendship of
tions,
"You have been married several
the publio In Its efforts to remove years," he murmurs, after a couple
causes for complaint or criticism.
rounds of the floor,
The other enjoins upon Its employees
"How could you guess that?" she TJ
to be courteous at all times, that
am not wearing my wedding
courtesy Is catching, Is a business as- SHks. "I
ring. Do I Iook like a married womset, a gain and never a loss.
an?"
Such evidences ot railroad anxiety
"Not at all," he replies, gallantly.
public
to be on good terms with the
"But I knew you were married the moon a frank basis of mutual confidence ment we started to dance.
You at
undoubtedly
will
and
once began the loading." Judge.
strike a responsive chord In popular
sentiment There are many little deHouse Memorial te Poe.
tails that affect the public Irritatlngly,
In what was once known as Ford-habut which may never have occurred
a suburb of New York and ucw
to railroad management One ot these
might be removed by referring per Included In Greater New York, stands
sons Intending to travel at a later the bumble sb':;;lod house known as
date to the Information windows at the Poe cottage. Here Edgar Allan
large stations, where tbey might be Poe, poot story teller and critic, lived
routed snd instructed without Inter- from 1844 until 1849. It was during
fering with the ordinary traveler who. this period that he wrote one of bis
as often as not, reaches the station most widely known poems, "The Rajust In time to buy his ticket before ven." Twice within recent ears the
the train pulls out.
I'oe cottage has been movod a short
rllstance because ot tho encroncn-mnnt- s
Germany's Oldest Railroad.
of now buildings. It Is now loThe oldest railroad In Germany Is cated In Poe park. After many years
one of the shortest railway lines In the of activity by the West Chester Hisworld. The Ludwlg railroad, connect torical society, the cottage la now
Ing the cities of Furth and Nurem- mnlntnlned as a memorial to the poet
berg, Is Just three and three quarter and a museum In which manuscripts
miles long, and has never been ex- and souvenirs of the poot are pretended. It was conceived by Johannes served.
Scharrcr, a wealthy hop merchant.
The plan was first published In 1832,
and as King Ludwlg favored Its con
struction It was named after him.
Thore are about ninety employees.
The road carrlos about 4,000,000 passengers a year.
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fifty-cen-

one-doll-
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Burn Cars to Recover Scrap Iron.
To recover the Iron In discarded
wooden cars, an eastern railroad
burns them. Before setting the cars
on fire, however, they are carefully In
spected and all sills snd other wooden parts fit for rurther use are re
moved. The value ot what remains Is
said to he so little that It does not
Justify the expense of tearing It
down, and accordingly it is cheaper to
burn the wood, leaving the Iron,
which Is sold as scrap. Scientific
American.
Let It Oe at That
Hubbr Why Is the telephone like
matrimony, my dear?
Wlfey Oh, I suppose it's because
one doesn't always get the party one
wants.
Hubby That Isn't the correct answer, but It's good, and we'll let It
go at that
Bad Management

Soubrette (In "continuous")

When
do you go on?
Comedian Right after the trained
donkeys.
It's a won8oubrette Heavens!
der the stage manager doesn't try to
break the monotony more than he
does.
Powerful Eleetrie Locomotives.
Electric locomotives have been built
for a German railroad having heavj
grades that draw loads ot 130 tont
at a speed of 41 miles an hour.

Greatest
Results

often come from
means.

simplest

For instance one's daily
food plays a big part in deciding for success or failure.
To bring; out the best
mental and physical force
sound nourishment is imperative.

Grape-Nut-

s
A FOOD

made of whole wheat and
malted barley, supplies in
splendid proportion all the
rich nourishment of the
grains, including the valuable
mineral elements, lacking in
many foods, but most necessary for vigor and activity of
brain and body.

"There's a Reason"
lor
Grape-Nu- ts
Sold by Grocers,
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WOUNDED

GALUPOLI

FROM

SKATING

OCCUPY

RINK

HAVE ROSY CHEEKS
AND FEEL FRESH AS
TRY THIS!

A DAISY

Says glass of hot water wrlUi
phosphate before breakfast
washes out poisons.
u
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-
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Museum Exhibit Shows How Felt Hats Are Made
All of us wear hats, and many of us what are known as
WASHINGTON. bow
many know that they are made of fur or the differ
ence between a soft folt and a stiff one? One of the latest exhibits in mo
division of textiles of the National mu- souui Hhows clearly Just bow such hats
are made from the fur to the finished
product and Includes many of the
latest and most popular rtyles ready
to wear, as well as special ebapea
manufactured for particular foreign

markets. The exhibit is accompanied
with pliotograpba illustrating scenes
In the factory of one of the largest
American bat manuand
facturers. These enable the observer
to connect the materials, apparatus
and finished products shown, into a tangible story. In the manufacture of
one of the most popular brands of American bats the fur of North A.merlcan
bearer, South American nutria. Saxony hare, and English and Scotch coney
are used. When the pelts or these animals are received at the factory they
are first washed with whale-oi- l soap, after which the long, coarse hairs are rewounded In tho moved, since they would tend to make the felt too rough. The skins are
This immiinse boBpltal building In the ancient city of Hellopolls, Egypt, where those who woreCity
of the Sun. tben treated with nitrate of mercury, a process called "carrotlng," which
Galllpoll fighting are bolng cared for. was formerly used as a skating rink. Hellopolls, or the
gives the fur Its "felting properties," making It knot together when hot
railed "On' by t
water and pressure are applied. The skins are then brushed by a machine
Having been
which removes all the dust and other foreign substances.
IN AT SALONIKI
DIGGING THEMSELVES
the skin next goes to a cutting machine, where revolving shears
fx ' brushedaway
strip
the fur, cutting It so close that It appears to bave been shaved
best-know-

off.

To see the tinge of healthy bloom
In your face, to see your skin get
clearer and clearer, to wake up without a headache, backache, coate
tongue or a nasty breath, In fact ts
feel your best, day In and day out, Just
every morning tor
try
one week.
Dofore breakfast each day, drink a
glass of real hot water with a
of limestone phosphate In It
as a harmless moans of washing from
the stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels
the previous day's Indigestible waste,
sour bile and toxins; thus cleansing,
sweetening and purifying the entire
alimentary canal before putting more
food Into the stomach. The action of
hot water and limestone phosphate oa
an empty stomach la wonderfully Invigorating. It cleans out all the sour
fermentations, gases and acidity and
gives one a splendid appetite for
breukfast.
A quarter pound of limestone phosphate will cost very little at your drug-glu- t
or general Btore, but Is Bulflcient
to demonstrate that Just as soap and
hot wator cloansoB, sweetens and
freshens the skin, so hot wuter and
limestone phosphate act on the blood
unci Internal organs.
Those who are
iubjoct to constipation, bilious attacks,
acid stomach, rheumatic twinges, also
those whose skin Is sallow and complexion pallid, are assured that on
will have them
week of
both looking and feeling better In ar
ery way. Adv.
Inside-bathin-

g

Inside-bathin-

When Uie fur has been properly seasoned, It Is mixed In certain proportions to produce the desired texture and color. A certain amount of fur Is
tben weighed out, according to the weight of the bat to be made, and blown
Palm fiber material Is being subupon a copper cone perforated with many thousand tiny holes, so that It stituted for cedar In the making of
looks like a sieve. The cone Is about three feet In height, and as wide at cigar boxes.
the base. Au exhaust fan operates Inside and below the cone. The air
passes through the openings, but tho fine particles of fur stick and cover
11
the whole surface. The cone holding the film of fur Is Inclosed In a snugly it
OR
fitting Jacket and lowered Into a vat of boiling water. This develops the
felting properties of the fur, the particles of which mat and lock together,
enabling the thin, delicate film of wet fur to be lifted from the cone. Ths
resulting cone of fur Is a very delicate embryo hat, except as to size; In that
respect It might be the bat for a giant A bundle of about twelve of these
large forms Is rolled In a wet condition until the fibers knit together slightly,
giving the bats hardness and strength. Then they are put Into a sizzling
kettle, where they are shrunk In hot water, beaten, and manipulated until
they are between ten and fourteen Inches In diameter. - Each bat Is then For sick headache, bad breattv
stretched, pulled and blocked with the aid of hot watei- until It takes the
Sour Stomach and
form of a regular bat with crown and brim.
constipation.
containing
different
cases,
one
the
The museum exhibit Includes Ave
raw and prepared materials, one the bats In the process of manufacture, one
each the leather and silk trimmings, and the last containing many styles of
box now.
Get a
finished bats for our own and for export trale.
,. I..... ... Cnlnnllrl St tinl.I lhn hlana nffdlnat f ha avnatMnfi
.
i
No odds how bad your liver, stomach
i. emuumiu- pitjjjniiiuiiB
m emiuiuni w uum
i""-- "
I ho Irencn una Jjniion nave tuttue
or bowels; how much your bes4
attacks of the Teutonic and Bulgarian forces. The photograph ehowe French aoldlere digging trenchea outside the
aches, how miserable and uncomfortHouse
Reception
White
Incident
Amusing
,
.
WllJ.
able you are from constipation, Indigestion, biliousness and sluggish bowel
MRS- maynard
Geographic
National
OLIVER LA GORCE, one of the editors of the
LESTi?
you always get the desired results
FRENCH FIGHTING AT CLOSE QUARTERS
JOHN
Individual. At a recent White House
Is a most Imposing-lookinwith Cascarets.
reception he was one of a small party, Including one Val Rldsdale, whose real
Don't let your stomach, liver aa4
name Is Perclval, and two ladles, it
Tak
bowels make you miserable.
was a crowded reception and John
put an end to tho
Cascarets
himspread
space
to
panted
for
Oliver
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervself.
ousness,
sick, sour, gassy stomach,
was
the little
Over on the right
and all other distress;
backache
In
persons
blue room with only a few
cleanse your Inside organs of all tha
It, and John Oliver, little dreaming that
bile, gases and constipated matter
It was a place to segregate a select
which Is producing the misery.
few for special reasons, began moving
box means health, happiA
toward the door accompanied by one
ness and a clear head for months).
of the ladles.
No more days of gloom and distress
He was a grand sight!
It you will take a Cascaret now ana
At the door of the blue room SO
army officer In great colls of dress uniform placed his arm across the open then. All stores sell Cascarets. Dont
forget the children their little
door and asked with frigid air:
need a cleansing, too. Adv.
"Have you entree here?"
And then John Oliver La Gorce seemed to be translated to a great height.
There Is an excellent market for
and looking down upon that young lieutenant he replied with scorn that saws In Russia, as that great country
licked up that officer as a prairie Are licks up the dry grass in early autumn.
not manufacture them.
He drew back a trifle, and, with the tone of voice one would expect a Roman does
emperor to use when an Appian wty traffic cop stopped his chariot, said:
"Certainly.''
The army officer's arm dropped as if a lightning bolt bad withered It,
LOOK AT
and he mumbled something. The La Gorce procession swept In.
Oliver
buddy
John
saw
his
who
Rldsdale,
And then came along Mr.
booming onward Into the quiet of the blue room. He. too, approached the
army officer, who had recovered his stony countenance In time to ask again:
"Have you entree hereT"
Rldsdale paused a moment and then made a gesture toward John Oliver.
f cross, feverish, constipated,
"I am one of his excellency's suite," he said.
And again the lieutenant withered and the arm came down.
give "California Syrup
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Washington

Most

Beautiful

of Figs."

City

Y0U know tbat belleve Washington is tne most neautirui city in me
world," and a recent English visitor, evidently very much surprised at
having to make the admlsBion, came to a dead stop at the Intersection of
Massachusetts avenue ana stxteenin
j
treet- - Behind him and In front of the
one of the
XT If W-- 1

Mrs. Lester Maynard Is
beautiful and talented women who
have made tie social affairs of the
diplomatic set In Washington
brilliant this season. She Is the
wife of the American consul at Amoy,
China, and has been spending the winter in the national capital with Mr.
Maynard, vbo has been on leave.

1

lt

m.

this avenue made a seemingly endless
pleached walk for as far as the sye
could reach In both directions; the
White House completed the lovely
vista on the south, and at that twilight
hour North Sixteenth street presented
Its best aspect of green and gracious
affluence.
"It Is very extraordinary," murThe Magnanimous 8plrlt
mured the Briton, as though loth to
If a man cannot escape the ordeal
of Jealousy, it will be best for bira to rnncede this superiority In municipal beauty to an American city.
conceal the feeling: he should be magIf not already so, Washington Is rapidly becoming the fairest city In ths
design sets It easily In line for the premier position
nanimous and Just in every reference world, and Its well-laiIt is a great test of It will soon bold without question. The landscape gardening of a city has
to his rival.
true manliness of spirit to discuss the now come to be regarded as one of tho most potent factors In Its beautlfl-catiomerits of a rival with falrneus. but
If a mfln can do so, such a course carTo the late George Hay Brown, for fifty years landscape gardener of
ries conviction to the mind of the Washington, Is largely due the splcnlld showing of trees which makes the
woman that he ta one of nature's no city without question the best shaded In the world.
blrmon. and this rnlHPs hi in Id her reAfter Mr. Brown's death, five years ago, a civil service examination was
gard. EdKar C. Ucall.
held for the oost of landscape architect. There were over seventy applicants examined. George Burnap, then professor of landscape design In CorI I
1
nell university, won the position. Ho Is an enthusiast In his profession and
Father's 8orry He Spoke.
"My son," sulci the aggrieved par- talks of the possibility of Washington's becoming the city beautiful of the
ent, "I enn't imagine why it costs you world as a matter to be looked forward to with certainty.
c
"It la a more promloli.g field for landscape architecture than any other
so much to get through college"
city," ho said. "Thanks to Its enrlr designers, its skeleton linns are right.
"Neither can 1. dad."
"Our main trouble In lack of means. The lack of a practical realization
"Now, ben I was in college I ncvr hud to draw on my father for emer by those who rovcrn expenditures thut landscape gardening on a scale commensurate with the growth and Importance of the capitnl of the United
gency funds."
"Well, dud. I hate to disappoint you. States, requires adequate financial support Is a serious handicap to those
your class. You made who wish W ashington to make rapid advancement as a modem and model
is but I'm not in
11:1s rliapel. ireiti'd hy Krenih troops at the front In ''hanipagne.
a poker player that I city. We are. however, working slowly along the bost lines In landscape
ns
reputation
a
madu oinimlv of sfciid bags Its prloat la uUmllmt beside It. and within Is can nevi--r hope to iuil.''
architecture and have accomplished so Lie things that are gratifying."
soldier.
iun tl'e cot" of a
espo-clal-

l.
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A laxative today saves a sick chO
tomorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
sour.
Look at the tongue, mothert If eoss
ed, or your child Is listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't osa
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or sny other children's ailment, glvsa
teaspoonful of "California Syrup as?
Figs," then don't worry, because it to
perfectly harmless, and In a few hoar
all this constipation poison, sour hOa
and fermenting waste will gsatlr
move out of the bowels, and yo aavw
a well, playful child again. A thorough "Inside cleansing" Is ofttlmes al
that Is necessary. It should be tho
first treatment given In any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrspa.
bottle
Ask st the store for a
"Csllfornla Syrup of Figs." which as
full directions for babies, chlldrea mi
plazahy
all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.

coffee trade leaps
The
this year from almost nothing up t
pounds.
61,491,00:1
Oct
Tmr Marine aftrr Kpmn
It Rtor
Cuttlnv Winds and Dun. Ey
HnltSv
Hrtreahrs and Promotes
thut Need Cre
Oko.i for all Eye
Eye Remedy Co., Chloac
Mtirlnv
Penile Eye book on requtet.
In Sumatra the horn of
iiooctros Is estuemed as a

the rs
cure fu

poison, and for that reason Is mads
into drinking cups.

Mrs. Roscoe Dies
Socialists Nominate Officers
R. J. Roscoe, aged 91
Mrs.
The Cuny County Socialist
away
passed
at the home of her
Saturheld
last
Convention was

EIGHTEEN
AMERICANS
JCILLLED

.m

daughter, MrB. Ida Nooner, 300
N. Wallace, Sunday evening,
March 5th. Death resulted after
an illness of 10 weeks and three
days.
Funeral services were conduct
ed at the home of Mrs. Nooner
Rev.
on Monday afternoon.
Jeremiah Moore pastor of the
Presby terian church officiating.
Mrs. Roscoe had been a resi
dent of Clovis for the past five
or six years and it is said, she
was the oldebt living woman in
Curry county. Sue had been an
invalid for many years. She u
survived by three Bisters, only
one residing in C ovis.
Rv, Moore prt ached a com
forting Bermon ati eating to the
long and useful life of the de

in the Praetorian Hall.
Riley McMullen of Havener presided and C. Thurp was secre-

day

tary.
The following named
Atcandidates were duly and truly
Vilia Crosses Border and
county
tacks Columbus, N. M. and nominated for the various
C. B. Blackofficers:
Senator.
Kills Eighteen Americans.
burn; Representative, C. Tharp;
Sheriff, J. A. McFarlin; Treasur
A report from Columbus, New
er, 11 L. Pryo-- Clerk. J. W. HuntMexico, today reports that a
er; Assessor, M. L. Lynn; Superband of 800 to 1000 Villa soldiers
intendent of Public Instruction,
under the personal command of
Oscar Willmon. Commissioners:
General Vilia crossed the border W.
P. Trowcr, of Bell view, Chas
eighteen
at that plac- and killed
Mc.Murry
of Melrose, and Riley
Americans, wounded many more
McMullen,
of Havener.
:ind set fire to many houses.
Socialists
The
are making
Later in the day the thirteenth
for the enpreparations
great
eavalry got into action and drove
V. Debs,
Eugene
of
thd invaders back across the tertainmentspeak
on
Clovis
in
will
of, who
border killing twenfy-threonly point
the
is
April
15.
This
their number. Three American in the state where he will make ceased.
ranchmen residing just below
Interment was made in Clovis
an address.
the border were captured and
cemetery.
hanged to trees. Mayor Hoover
New Piano Store
has asked the war department
it
do
about
to
going
was
what it
The latest addition to Clovis' Mrs. Mattie Douglass Dead.
a
is
expectation
that
the
and
business circles is a Piano Store,
Mrs. Ma' tie Douglass died ai
sharp note will be sent Villa to be conducted under the firm her home in west Clovis too ida.v
warning him not to repeat the name of "Croft Music Co." as a result of a brief at act
offiense.
The Senior member and manager of pneumonia. The funeral ser
of the firm, D N. Croft, has had vices were conducted at the
The Passing of the Saloons wide experience as piano teach- idence Tuesday morning b Rev
making him T. M. Smith recently of Rolla,
Tonight is the last of the sa er, tuner and dealer;
of the real Mo. Interment was at the com
competent
judge
a
Joon in Clovis. No more will the
company munity burying grounds at Ends
piano.
of
The
a
merits
thirsty quench their thirst from a
controlling
in
also
is
fortunate
ranch northwest of Clovis neui
Clovis bar. From now on its a
fac
the
agency
from
direct
the
the home of her father S F.
slip
the
case of go to Texico or
pianos
leading
tory,
several
for
She was laid tenderly
Quails.
those
for
bootlegger the price
and being firancially situated to to r at beside the grave of her
to12
o'clock
drink.
must
who
advantage of the cash order mc thei who preceded her about
night sounds the death knell of take
discounts, by paying four ye:.rs ago. Beside a de
"Special''
the Clovis bar. Many of the
spot
cash
for their pianos, to- voud husband
ha leaves a
and wholesalers have
special
advantgether
with
15
other
aged
mmihe to
daughter
arrangements
already perfected
ages
Mr.
in comlnciiiig the husim-s- .
untimely
death.
mourn
her
go
or
into
elsewhere
to ni've
jnt
gr
a
afford
emnloyed
to
they
are
was
who
ai
Douglaos
envied
other business. Felix Herbert
jiurehfisers
an1
yard
piano
saving
to
Lumber
Lone
e
ti
Star
will r.i"ve his remaining stock
th'i absol'Jf" guarantee
to leave soon wiih his In
from the Union bar to the saloon
strictly
a
of
to nw.ke their h' me
liuyer,
daughter
tie
at
owr.i d by Neiil and Herbert
o mo.
A
gratlihii!b
mother on a
widowed
his
witii
who
Carter,
Wilkie
Texico.
or- farm near Melrose.
already
pi.
mo;
are
stock
of
The News
conducted a large wholesale
ure
and
ories
fac
the
i'rom
condolence,
dered
in
sincere
joins
establishment here will move to
ready
Fetv.eil, where he will engage now on the way; some ai
prict-a;
t.
rive.
F'T
hegiiniiiig
in a like business.
Jean Senas
Card of Thanks
in another column.
tain in gone and Fid Gray will etc. See a .s
ish
i
to thank ki.id friends
I
er.giige in .h restaifrant busineighbors
fur their assist
and
Fulton,
of
Bonne,
Mrs. Blanche
ness in the location formerly oct he
illnesi a u d
during
Mrs.
ance
of
guest
is
the
cupied by the Free Coinage. We Kentucky,
e) mother.
my
of
au"
death
ar
Stat-BNoorcr.
Ida
learn that Ed Joiner of the
Mrs. Ida Nooner.
expects to remain and enNice from room, with board
gage in some business. Oihrr reasonable, at 220 N. Sheldon" tf
Just unloaded 2 cars choice
saloon men vill leave, the maposts.
congood
cedar
In
For sale: Saddle.
jority going to Texico and WichiAlfalfa Lhr. Co.
Clovis,
Shennrd.
J.
H.
dition.
ta Falls Texas.
;
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Wishes to extend thanks to those
who have given such liberal patronage since the removal into our new

quarters.
The bargain window on last Saturday was a complete success and
gave perfect satisfaction to our cus-

t

tomers. You will profit by joining
the multitude that patronize these
sales each week.

r--
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So. come to the Market on the
wrong side of the street, where you

get efficient service, and lots of
good things to

eat
o

ex-iiec-

f

obi.-iinin- :

h.ir.'l.-.onv-

-

38-t-

a

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND STARTING

..

"The Market On the Wrong Side of the Street"
A-

Program for Band Concert
Saturday night

Lynch for Commissioner

Fairfield

Facts

We try to bo very trenerous
In this week's announcement
people
and do not want to be
columns appears thonnme of Pr.
March 11,
Johnson's Band
J. L. Lynch, of Melrose, for March. Spirit of Peace Keiferl
ro Renins more in. in our snare
County Commissi oner of that
-- reiiee
loiirnament
Uvrture
,of
,h March wjnds
a
been
Lynch
has
Dr.
district.
The house in which M. I.
nsident of Melrose evtr since it R;iKr, Irombone Trouh.'s
Khncm:m Rodjrers. Marshal of Texico an J
changed from the name o f
Girl"
"Rohemian
Selection
family were residing, burned
Krownhorn and has been identi
-- Bllfe
v;
fied with its busine3 interests
down Saturday,
is. Ro.!bt
' Hufl
t
Mlf
kA
during all the e years. He owns Intermezzo, "On Desert Sand' IIM;I
rt
uuu
'Hi.
' iriiMiiit
ait.
.iinuirii
It
Ai'pn
farming land and has dune con
people until
ft.w duy.H wilh
v u
i
siderable farming and is onu of nrnne ohi
tliey fan irft located aprain
Dalhv
II
wiih
variations
nie
Curry county's most substantial
Mr. and Mrs. Garret Blair are
citizens. He enjoys a wide ac Wal'x "Amonpr the Roses"
i t3 of a fine boy,
proud
lt,e
-- Barn house
quaintancti and is fan i iar with
born March 2nd.
every hook and nooK of toe (Introductory S lo for Clarinet)
Mr. Merrill nd in. K.iyru mJ
Arnold C s'ineroB
County just such a man as wei
vvere
vi.iiors ,u the school
wouia cheei fully recommend forj Overture "Hun. er and Hermit"
rnJon.
dV
"Across Canada"- - Duhle
the position 01 Cunmi.-sionkWe lenrn that Mrs. Houston
He js a combination of a success
as
lias another daii(hler-in-law- ,
ful business man and oiockman-faimeL
T,,m
a,,n
is
htr
R.
nnd
F.
i s.
Buchanan
The people of Melrose,
where he resides, are for Inm to daughter, Mrs. Lee Hnmilln.j
A few htph grade twt yenr
a man and that is about the best mother nnd yisfer of Mrs A K
recommendation that a candidate Curren, drove over in a car from old pst Inirhiiin heifers for
TucumcariTiiesdny. Mrs H m- - sale. Tiiese heifers arc bred to
could produce
ilton returned Thursday and Mrs. a registered Durham male and
Ce Iar p
as straivrh!. tu a
tf Buchanan ai d on Guy will re. are money makers. Terms.
ftun barrel.
mHin here for a
J. M. Sncpard, Tlovis, N .al.
Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
,
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Fully Equipped
Model Five Touring Car,
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D. N. Croft

PIANOS

PIANOS

!

O. M. Croft

!

CROFT MUSIC COMPANY
SUCCESSORS TO PECOS VALLEY MUSIC
119 West Grand Avenue

Tlie Dprt Transmission

Following the best engineering practice the Dort Transmission, the vital driving element of the Dort car, is bolted to
the rear of the motor. Transmission and clutch form a unit.
The Dort Transmission is entirely enclosed in a cast alumand will not leak Oil. Can be
inum case. It is dust-proo- f
easily lubricated by loosening two small screws.
Each of its gears is made of the highest grade chrome nickel steel,
hardened and ground. Cars selling for over a thousand dollars
each have adopted and are now using the Dort type of transmission.
Every driving pnrt of the Dort car from the engine to axle is made
chrome nickel steel procurable.
of the highest-gradBroken transmissions are unknown to Dort owners.
Investigate the Dort before you buy a car.
MILLER LUIKART AUTO CO.

CO.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.

The Famous Schumann Piano

is our leader with

other High Grade and

medium grade pianos to select from. We buy direct from the Factory
r- iLIa rwrSti f
"miflJlomon'c"
l f Aw t.iv nionne
- i.
picuivo.
vi ruvuvi.
iuiuui4in.ii j rY
piutti iu u
cinu pay spot taaii 101 uui
extremely
low
from
prices,
ranging
our
Hence
be paid by our customers.
NI-- t

1

-

-.

$170.00 to $225.00 and up.

e

IK Wont Urand Annua.

TERMS

CASH,

OR

ON

"EASY"

PAYMENTS

We will save you from $50.00 to $100.00 on the purchase of a Piano.

